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THREE MONTHS IN PAHANG IN

SEARCH OF BIG GAME,

CHAPTER L

The Triaxg River.

The old Datoh Rajah Kiah of Pertaiig said that it would
be most unlucky if I started for my trip into Pahang on
Monday the 7th of June. He had consulted the junj^Ie spirits

and had beeti advised that Tuesday would be a much more
auspicious day on which to leave home; the iangkah would
then be haik^ so Tuesday I decided it should be. But to avoid

waste oi time I sent all my goods and mv tracker, Mat Yasin,

to Kuala Jerang on the MQnd:iy» where I had arranged to have

a boat in readiness to take me down the Triang River. A
bicycle ride from Pertang of about fourteen miles brought me
to Knala Jerang early on Toesda}* morning, where 1 found
everything in readiness, must of my goods on board the boat

together wath my collection of three Malays, my Chinese cook,

and the said Mat Yasin.

One of the Malays was a curiosity, and deserves more
than passing notice. His name, Mat Lioggi, gives one the

locality of his kampong, but many years had passed since he

had seen Linggi. In fact, if report be true, he was in his

younger days quite a respectable specimen of a Malay pirate,

but considering that he must be well over sixty he has some
excuse for pretending thtit he has forgotten the stirring incidents

which mu^t have been connected with his long past youth.

He is still as tough as a Malay of half his age, can carry a

load of Jifty catties quite comfortably all day—what Malays
of the younger generation will do this, or even can do this

in the jungle ?—and is afraid of neither man, beast, nor spirit.

He was invalual>le to me when I wished to break np my
camp, because I could always leave the old man behind by
himself to look after the boat, or whatever I did not take with

me, and I knew perfectly well that he would do exactly what
had been told him, and would die sooner than let anybody
interfere with the goods he had been told to look after. The
other two Malays were father and son, the elder man, Juansa,

being a Pertang villager who made his Uving chiefly by
collecting damar, his son being still of the age when a Malay
looks about for easy work at a large remuneration. He had
not been on a shooting trip before and did not find the work
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easy. The Chinese cook, Ah Tung, was just an ordinary

Hylarn cook of about 30 years of age, who had been with me
for several years. He says he likes tlte jungle, always gets

fever, can make very good bread, iuit was generally niore

nuisance than he was worth. Mat Yasin I will not describe

here, his description is so intimatel)- interwoven with this

narrative that anything more than that would be superfluous.

He has hunted with me for years, and has been in at the

death of many a noble quarry.

All aboard the lu^<j;er" and we start off from Kuala

Jcrang soon after eigiit o'clock, two men poling- The Trian*^

is too full of snags to paddle a boat with safety, despite the

constant expejiditure of money on clearing the river. The
work being done by Malays is never done thnronghly,

I did not intend spending much time lonkmg for game
down the Triang, 1 knew where the best heads were likely to

be found if they were in the vicinity of the river at all ; but

railway construction and other annoyances have sadly inter-

fered with the haunts of the Triang Ijig game, and the older

beasts with their great cunning and tiieir fnio trophies are

difficult now to lind in that part of the country.

Near Fasir Neran there is sometimes tu be found a noble

old sehidang who is generally by himself but occasionally with

a herd. He is easily disiinguisl^iable because he m:ikes a noise

when he breathes like a tank engine panting up a steep

grade He has a track so round that most people would
mistake it for that of a buffa^lo, and his horns—well he is,

as far as I know, still alive and one of my readers might meet
him, so I will not say how big his horns have appeared to me •

but, if yoii come across him .and are anxious to get a

trophy that will probably rival the great head that was
short by Mr. da Pra and now lies in the D.O.'s house in

Kuala Pilah, follow him up and get him if you can. He
will be well worth an\' trouble that you may go to.

Near Kuala Triang an elephant with a fair-sized track

occasionally crosses the river; as he clambers up the

bank, if it be steep, he generally uses his tusks to help himself

up by; look for the marks of these tusks, and if the points rire

about nine inches apart and you can comfortably get your fists

into the hole, follow him also. He has got six feet tusks

if they are an inch, but he is very cunning, I know; he bushed
me once and I was very huiTgrj' for twenty-four hours,

consequently I h;ive a feud against him; he is, I expect, still

laughing because that little incident happened five years

ago and I have never seen him again—but that is a tale that

will keep for some other day.
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About once a year a very large elephant crosses the

Triang near Kuala Pertang Kanan ; now that is an elephant,

•or the hantu of one, I have not qnite made up ray mind where
to place him, hut as 1 came across him on my return from this

trip I will tell yon my opinion of that elephant later on-

W tth the exception of these two or three beasts I doubt
whether there is anything really big in the Triang now,
so I decided to look for their tracks only, and failing to

find tiiem to push on to the Pahang River and go into the

valle}' of the Jitika, a tributary of the Pahang, where there

used to be a very big elephant which 1 was anxious to go after.

Below the Negri Sembilan and Pahang boundary at Sungei
Dua there are a series of padangs commencing a little

above Plangai and continuing down to Kuala Pertang Kanan ;

these open spaces aie sometime.-; almost connected, sometimes
as far as a mile apart, with exceptionally thick jungle all

round them. There is a large herd of seladang which Uves in

this locality, probably about twenty-five beasts in all, but they
generally break up into small parties of six to ten, and having
been much hunted seldom stay very long in the sauve place.

One of tlieir nmst favourite haunts is a padant^ known as

Padang Menggas, which lies about a day's journey down stream
from Kuala jerang, so I made up my mind to camp there the

first day out and visit the padang in the evening on the chance
of pickiu!:^ up new tracks.

The padiings near the Triang are frequently burnt off by
Malays who pass up and down the river, and as the lalang

with which they are covered burns up com[)leteIy when fired

in the dry weather, there is at times a supply of the most
attractive food for the seladang when the new shoots

spring 'up.

We camped ab >ut four o'clock, a little al>ove Padang
Menggas. A nasty driz;;Ie had set in which looked like last-

ing, and as w^e bad to make a camp a site on the river bank
had to be cleared for it. I did not think it worth while jroing

further down the river. About five o*clock Yasin and I went
through t!ie jungle towards the padang, and approaching from
the land side were at once rewarded by the sight of some half

a dozen seladani^ quietly feeding well in the mitidle of the

clearing. We wntched them for some time, trying to make
out the head of a fair-sized bull which was feeding at the far

side of the herd. 1 never saw his liead plainly, but 1 do not

think that be was anything very much, the dorsal ridge which
I saw quite plainly was not very well developed. What inter-

ested me most was the attitude of an old cow who was obvi-

ously acting as sentr}^ : she stood practically stock-still with her
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nose pointing up wind, very occitsionally turning her head
round to survey "the piidang, but never, as far as 1 couid see,

putting it down to feed. Wo tried a manceuvre to reach the
far side of thi^ clearing to get a better view of the bull, but
unfortunately in carrying this out we had to pass very close to a
half'grown cow wlio» I expect, heard ns. Anyway by ihe time
we arrived at the other side the entire herd had' vanished.
However, we had a good evening's entertainment and I returned
to camp well satisHed with what 1 had seen. If my old friend

with the heavy breath had been there, perhaps I would not have
been quite so contenled had 1 failed to get a chance at him.

Early next morning I went with Yasin to the padang on
the off chance that the seladang might be there again, and with
setadang in the district one never knew when the old beiist

might not turn up, but we drew blank, so returned to camp and
were soon on onr way down -stream.

We arrived at Bun tar shortly after ten o'clock, the place
where the Pahang Railway crosses the Triang River, at the
moment a very busy spot, construction work being in full

swing. The temporary bridge spanning this river for construc-
tion purposes appeared to me to be very near the water which
was comparatively low for the Trlang; in times oi luravy flood

some difficulty would be experienced in takin^^ a boat with an
awning under the bridge at all, in fact it \\ould be an impos-
sibility if the awning were a high one.

We stopped here about half an hour, Ah Tong going ashore
to buy some fresh provisions. While there he met a Malay
who had been on a previous shooting trip with me who told

him that he had lately been with Imam Prang Samah, the

brother of the Raja Kiah, after elephants^ and that 'Mem
Prang had wounded three elephants, one of them a very big

tusker, somewhere in the district of Ulu Rompin, at least that

was what Ah Tong understood him to say. I did not see the
Malay, but as I hoped to see Imam Prang himself in a day or

two I expected to get the news first hand from him.
We pushed on dow-n river and arrived at Jerneh near

nightfall where we made our camp,
A herd of elephants had been along the banks f>f the

Triang the previmis night, but no signs of a big «die with them
so we did not bother about them. Jerneh is a great place for

peafowl, I have seen as many as eleven at one time on the

river banks, and on this occasion on the following nifirning we
saw quite a number, hut were unable to get the chance of a
shot. A young j>eaheii is a great delicacy, but avoid an old

peafowl unless you have the teeth of a beast of prey. We
came out on to the broad flood of the Pahang River about ten
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o'clock. The river was fairly hlfjh and it took us until noon

to get up to Guai, 'Men Prang's kainpou^, which is only a Httle

way up stream on the other side of the Pahang River. Imam
Prang Siiiuah had gone down river to Kuala Bcra for a Malay

funeral, but was expected back that evening, so I had to camp
at Guai and await his return, becanse I wanted him to accomp-

any me on my trip.

When he did turn up, about dusk, I at once tackled

him about liis late hunting trip, and soon had [ilenty to

think about. It appeslrod that he had wounded, during

the last tliree months, four elephants and bagged none, and

to my utter disgust he told me that otre of the unfortunate

four was the Jinka bull which I was so anxious to go after.

He also incidently mentioned that he had lired at three

sehidang, all of which he had missaL To make matters worse

from my point of view. I felt that I was myself to blame,

because I was responsible to a great extent for the pass

which 'Men Prang had so grt>ssly abused. To depart from

my hunting experiences, let me go back a year to explain

how 'Mem Prang came to shoot big game, or more correctly

at big game, at all.

In 1908 I was in Pahang on business connected with

the route -of one of the main roads, and 'Mem Prang went

with me. I came down the Triang, as on this occasion,

and picked him up at Guai. He was then in a great state

because a rogue elephant had been doing a great deal of

damage to his crops, and had repeatedly broken down the

fence that was put up to protect them from the depredations

of deer and pig. He lamented the fact that he \vas unable

to shoot this elephant, it gave him no chance at night when
in the crops because he could not see it» and it was forbidden

for him to follow it up under the existing game regulations.

I was then naturally unable to devote myself to sport until

the completion of my work, but told 'Mem Prang that I

believed, under the special circumstances^ I would be able

to obtain a permit for him from the Government to shoot

this pariicular eUpIiant. In due course t arrived at Kuala

Lipis, and saw Mr. C., the Resident, and tcild him the tale

of 'Mem Prang's woes and asked that a pass might be given

to him to go after this elephant. 'Mem Prang also saw

Mr. C., and was so pleased at getting a pass for the elephant

that he at once asked for a permit to kill a seladang, any

seladang^ which, rather to my surprise, was given to him.

As events turned out, the result of this permit, which was

renewed at the end of six months, was a long list of woimded

-elephants and three very frightened seladang ; that is to say
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if 'Mem Prang's story can be credited that he missed all the

seladang, but more of the seladang presently.

This is a good lesson as to the evil that may be done by
giving Malays passes to go after big game, even when they

are known to you personally, even when you think that

they can be trusted, and even when you specify the actual

beast that they have to go after. Yes, I know that I was
to blame for this especially bad case, but there are many
others, and the whole question of game protection should

be gone into with the advice of those who understand the

subject
J

advice whicii I am sure those who have the

knowledge would readih' place at the service of the Govern-

ment if they were asked for it.

I, perhaps, may be excused for being very angry with

'Mem Prang about the Jinka elephant. He knew quite

well that it was my desire to go after it on this trip because

I had seen him a few months previously and had talked

to him about this very beast, and when he told me that he
had seen its tusks quite plainly and that they were at least

four feet out of his head, I felt very like committing murder.

However, there was no undoing the past, so I left the

subject and we discussed the ways and means of our next move.

CHAPTER IL

An Elusive Elephant and an Obliging Seladang.

I had only brought enough men with me for my boat^

so it was necessary for me to engage several more for any
overland work tiiat I wished to undertake. Imam Prang
Samali said that he would be delighted to g<s and that

his son Ahmat would also accompany us. I figured out

that I should want at least two more men and these 'Mem
Prang was soon able to engage. The boat that I had brought
down from Kuala Jerang I had promised to send back
there— T had a boat of my own which had come down
from Kuala Li pis which was at Guai—so I tried to cngngG
two men at tht* kumpotig to take the boat back up the

Triang, about a four days* journey with an empty boat.

There were several offers but the kampoui:^ Malays at Guai
valued their services at such a h!,^h rate that I could not

come to anything like reasonable terms with them, and
decided to wait until I returned from my trip np the Jinka
and send the boat back with two of my own men. The
next day, the nth of June, we paddled down the Pahang
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River as far as Kuala Bera where we stopped the night.

It was necessary to make some alteration to the awning
of my own boat which I was now using for the first time
and which was mo?it uncomfortably top-heavy, and. as there

was a Malay boat-builder there with some reputation as

a workman, 1 arranged with him to do the work while
we were away in the Jinka valley. We tried for teal and
jungle fowl in the evening but were not lucky enough to

come acoss any; there are quantities of teal all round
Kuala Bera during the months of February and March,
but later on in tlie }ear they break up their llticks and
disperse, goodness only knows where. One occasionally comes
across a few in the abandoned padi swamp<;, but never

in the quantities that are met in the early part of the

year. The following morning I crossed the Pahang river

with a few days' supplies and struck inland for a place

called Puchoiig where seladang and elepliants M-ere often

to be found.

There was some years ago, alas! I am afraid that he
is no more, a very well-known seladang which frequented

this district and was known to the initiated as the ** Seladang
Puteh of Bukit Si Guinpal." I have never seen his fresh

track, but on several occasions have seen old ones ; he
must have been seen, a ven,' heavy and old htdb He had
been seen by many natives and was supposed to have a
white frontlet to his head in place of the usual tawny
grev one; he frequentlv raided the young padi nurseries;

and at times did considerable damage, apparently being

unafraid of the haunts of man, a very extraordinary thing

in a seladang. He lias not been seeti now for two or three

years and Yasin told me that when he was in Pahang at

the beginning of 190S he was told by some Sakais near

there that they had killed a very large seladang which
they said had entered their clearing at night, that he had
a verv fine massive bead and w;is the biggest seladang

which they had ever seen. No mention was made concerning

the existence or otherwise of a white frontlet. This was
possibly the seladang, and its noble head and horns are

where? Rotting in the jungle; the Sakais do not bother

about the horns as a rule, you see thcv cannot eat them.
We had a fairly rou£;h walk to Puchong and on arrival

there hunted up a Malay who was living in the old clearing,

and inquired from him if he bad any news of elephants or

seladang. He had plenty, but nothing had very recently

visited his estate ; he, however, said that there \vas frequently

an old bull seladang hanging about on or near the track
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which we proposed to follow on our way towards the Jinka,
and we ought to come across his fresb tracks with any thing
like reasonable luck. We continued our journey and very

shortly crossed the fresh spoor of a herd of seladang which
had been feeding in a swamp through which the path
roamed. There was no sign of a big bidl with this herd
and as we wanted to make a camp at the edge of a clearing
which 'Mem Prang said we had ample time to reach, we
did not spend any time following this herd. We came
out into Padang Ulu Sungei where we proposed to camp
fairly early in the afternoon, and I at once recognised it

as a padang that I had been to some ih'e years previously
when after a herd of seladang which I had followed from
Batu Rakit, not far from Bukit Si Gumpal. There was an old
hut on the edge of the jungle which had been erected
by some Malays who had brought their buffaloes to graze
in the padang during an outbreak of cattle disease in

the kayiipoii^s near by, and as this hut was still fairly habitable

I soon had it put in a state of luxurious comfort.
In the evening Yasin, 'Mem Prang and myself went out

into the padang which was a large narrow one, and found at

the far end the one-day*old tracks of a large herd of seladang,

no doubt the same beiists whose tracks we had crossed earlier

in the day. Continuing our tramps, we entered a small belt

of jungle and soon found ourselves emerging into another
padang and, with seladang in the vicinity, were prepared to

come across something to interest us. We followed through
this padang very cautiously and at the very end, when we had
given up hope of seeing anything in the open^ we suddenly
heard a seladang sniffing in the jungle just in front of

us. Five minutes later he would have been well out in the

open. We heard a slight movement and then all was silent.

Presently we entered the jungle and at once picked up his

tracks which shewed us that he had been just on the fringe of

the jungle and hnd probably ^een us. Anyway he had quietly

turned round and walked back along his own tracks. He had
obviously not got our wind, otherwise he would most certainly

have rushed off in the way that a seladang invariably does
when he gets the hated scent of man. It was getting too dark
to follow him far, and as he had not the track of either an
old or very big beast we decided to return to camp.

This bull was probably a young one which had wandered
away from the adjacent herd. They often do this, and one
may spend some time following up a solitary seladang only
to find when you do see him that he has not a head worth
shooting.
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During the night we were disturbed by the moaninf^

cry of a tiger quite close to our camp. He hung about for

some time and caused some anxiety amongst my Mahiys,
I was sleeping high up in the Malay hut some fifteen feet

from the ground so could afford to treat the matter with levity

and be very brave. The Malays were on thv ground.
I decided to ha\'e a look round for the big bull which

I felt certain would be somewhere in the vicinity of the herd

which we knew was close to us, so soon after dayliglit the

following morning three of us went out and folloM'ing up
the bttlc streiim which passed below our hut, and which
higher up would take us through several more padangs and
bluker. We had been going aliout an hour when we entered

a small clearing on a steep hill side. Here we found the

tracks of the previous evening of a sohtary seladang. He
had a large track and we decided to follow him. Tracking
was slow on the high ground owing to the extreme dryness

of the weather. In half an hour we knew that we were fol-

lowing an old and cunning beast; his methods ot feeding

shewed him to be cunning, and a seladang does not get really

*'slini" until he gets on in life. Nowhere had he eaten

anything but a passing mouthful in or near the centres of

the clearings through which his tracks took us, but round
the edges and just inside the jungle where the rank grass

had forced itself into the thick undergrowth, he had been

feeding for many hours. He had Iain down twice during

the night, each time selecting <t spot entirely shut in by
undergrowth on all sides but that on which he entered and
left by. When a seladang does these things you can be

certain that yon are following an old beast, and it will well

repay you any trouble that you may be put to should you

be lucky enough to obtain his head.

Soon we came to the head of the valle)- that the seladang

had followed, and were presently creeping through the most
heart-breaking country to track through, swampy underfoot,

long elephant grass above one's head interspersed with thick

clumps of undergrowth which might have been specially

planted there to hide the sehidang. We felt that we should

find him in this stuff, his track was wet and glistening, but

to move noiselessly in a swamp is a tough problem.

We actually got to within a dozen yards of him w^hen

suddenly I saw a movement a little way to my right, and

surmised, iucorrectly as it turned out, that the best was there.

My attention and that of Yasin's being rivetted on the

waving about of some of the elephant grass, we failed to

notice what I think we must have seen had we looked right
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ahead, that the seladang was staring at us through a leafy

thicket under which he had been lying down, A snort and a

rush proclaimed his whereabouts, and the extreme tension

of one's nerves, which feel at such moments as if they were

ready to tear asunder, was instantly lehcved, although with

a feeling of much mortification and anntyyance, I think it

must have been a bird in the elephant grass th:it had caused

the movement which had attractetl mir notice, and g ven

the seladang the opportunity which he did not require to

be told to make use f>f. We uxaniined the s|>nt where our

friend had been standing, and when I said that we might

have seen him had we looked, I meant that we might have

seen an ear or a horn or something equally indefinite to

shoot at, because his body must have been entirely covered

by the aforesaid thicket. Well, to cut a long sttny short,

we tracked him until 2 p.m., and came up to him again

about one o'clock, but never had a chance. He was quite

up to my game and fully alert. Towards the latter part

of the hunt he kept moving about in half circles in thick

bhiker, and when I saw that he was doing this I somehow
felt that he did not intend to give me a second opportunity

of seeing his bead. It is quite possible that he was one

of 'Mem Prang's mtss^ff seladang.

We left him near a large padang at Batu Rakit, and

on our wav home we passed the spot where 'Mem Prang had

failed to hit a big bull seladang in the open at 40 yards.

He shewed me the exact spot, where he fired from, and

where the unsuspecting beast was standing quietly feeding,

exposing the whole of his vitals to this Malay Nimrod, who
did not seem at all ashamed of his failure. It- was just

Nastb iidii baik. Titan ; that explained the whole thirig.

How lucky to be a Malay and hsive a temperament like

that, the attitude of ** nothing matters '* reduced to a fine art.

Next day we movctl our camp and travelling across

country passed through Bukit Si Gumpal, crossed the Jinka,

and went towards the ulii of one of the small tributaries of

that river, putting up for the ni^^ht at the house of an ancient

Malay who rejoiced in the name of the Datoh Mukim Simun,

We crossed the fresh tracks of a bull elephant on our

journey but he could not have been very big from h-is track.

We heard all sorts of news of game close at hand, and one

man told us that the big elephant which 'Afem Prang had

wounded had been close to his kampong about ten days

previouslv. This little piece of news cheered me up wonder-

fully for the time being, but unfortunately proved to be quite

false on investigation. This marvellous piece of huraaft
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intelligence had heard a noise in the bamboos opposite his

house on a Sunday night, and because some two months
before the big elephant had been in that particular clump
of bamboos also on a Sunday niji^ht it stood as already proved

to this village Solomon that the noise must have been made
by the same elephant. No elephant had been there at all 1 !!

I spent two nights at 'To Mukim's kumpon^, and visited

several padangs near at hand on the intervening day; we
found tracks of elephant and seladang a few days* old, but

never a si^^n of a new track of the old beast I was so anxious

to have a shot at. It appears that previous to \\fem Prang's

escapade this old bull had spent about three months knocking
about the kiimpougs in the ulns of the many tributaries of the

Jinka* and had done some damage here and there to coconut
and kabong trees; we saw quantities of his old tracks—
they were very large, over i8" in diameter—but he had
obviously never returned since 'Mem Prang had wounded him.

On the i6tb we crossed over to the Jnmpol and kept

a careful look out for new tracks but with no luck. I sent

two of my men back to Kuala Bera from the Jinka for more
supplies which I told them to bring to my camp at the

Jumpol by boat. 1 also bought a good supply of rice through

'To Mukim» as I intended to spend some time making a

wide cast to the north from my new camp to try and cut the

tracks of the old bull, which I thought had gone in that

direction after being wounded by 'Mem Prang, I selected

a nice spot on the banks of the Jumpol for my camp, near

to a Chinese Kedai, the owner of which was engaged in the

usual trading with the Malays and Sakais of the district.

1 got hold of a local Malay named Sahat who was supposed
to know the haunts of the seladaug near by, and he told

me that there were plenty to be found a little way down-
stream and that he thought that he would be able to take

me to them easily enough on the morrow* Unfortunately

on the morrow this local Malay's knowledge of the jungle

proved to be more in his imagination than in renlity. We
found no new tracks;, and had some difficulty in getting back

to camp. As Yasin had been here before, I consulted with

him as to what to do. He advised that we should take a

boat and go down river two or three miles to some padangs
which he remembered were to be found close to the river

bank, and this 1 decided I would do the next day.

The following morning, after having paddled down the

river for about an hour, we met a boat with my two Afaiays

from Kuala Bera with the stores. They informed us that two
or three bends further down the river a herd of seladang had
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•crossed during the nif(ht, and that about a mile down a

solitary elepiiant had crossed yesterday morning. I enquired

about the elephant bnt they said that he had not a %^ery big

track. It was not therefore the old bull.

We soon came to the place where the scladang had
scrambled up the bank and followed a well-defined game track

which, after taking us through some thick bluker, led us up to

a large padang. The tracks were those of a large herd, and
we would have the usual trouble to locate the bull if we did

not have the hick to find them in the open. It was still quite

early in the morning, barely seven o'clock, and as it was dull

and misty we had every chance of coming up to them before

the\' retired into the jungle. We passed through a series of

padangs where the seladang had fed extensively, but when we
came to what looked like the last one and still saw no signs of

the herd themselves we were somewhat disappointed. They
had scattered about a good deni to feed and it took us some
Jittle time to locate where they had entered the jungle.

Presently we found that by following the biggest track w'e

were converging towards a corner of the jnngle, and here, just

on the edge, we found a place where a big beast had been

lying down. I stooped down and felt the *'form," it was still

warm. We were now surrotsnded by myriads of ilies, a sure

sign that the seladang were close at hand. I signed to the

other men to stop behind and Yasin and I entered the jungle

alone. Coming out of the padang the jungle at first was
imcomfortably dark, and we had to go very slowly to avoid

making a mistake. We peered here, we peered there, going

down on our hands and knees to look under the smaller

jnngle growth. It had rained during the night and we were
able to creep about without any fear of alarming the seladang

by the noise of our movemen ts. We followed I he tracks of

the big beast and of course almost ran into a cow which had
come from another direction. With a whistle of alarm she

bolted, so did another a little to her right* still another beast

moved away in front of ns, but it did not go <jnickly and did

not seem alarmed. I followed it up at once. It had halted

after going a few yards and I could see where it was quite

distinctly but could not see its head, and I was most anxious

to shoot' only an old bull. He moved off but again without

much of a demonstration, and waiting for a few^ minutes we
followed. Then I had a chance which I did not take and
which onght to have cost me the trophy. We were going

dowm a slight slope • at the bottom of this slope was a small

stream, and as the opposite bank was fairly steep we hnd
a good view of anything on it from our side. Suddenly I
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spotted the bull, for bull I knew it was now, seeing quite
distinctly his great dorsal ridge which stood up at least four
inches above the line of his back. 1 saw his shoulder, I saw
his J lose, in fact I saw everything that I wanted to see except
hid horns which were hidden by a small tree, and I waa
hungry for a sight of his horns. I could have killed him
easily enough, his entire vitals were exposed to the most
deadly of shots, the shot that rakes forward from behind the
shoulder, but still I poked my head here and there to try and
get a sight of those delusive horns. Yasin and I w atched him
for quite half a minute when suddenly he disappeared. I

should have taken the sign given to me, that was the size of
the dorsal ridge, which is a certain test of an old bull; only
old, bulls have a well defined rise from ihe back snch as this

one had. But he was destined to die anvway, for we came up
to him again within ten minutes, in fact nearly ran into him.
He had followed a game track and as I was hurrying along it,

never thinking for a moment that he would have stopped
again so soon, I came on hirrj round a tree standing broadside
on about twelve paces away. I was so taken by surprise that

I sprang back and nearly cannoned into Yasin who was
directly behind me. The seladang was staring over his

shoulder at us and almost immediately I got a good view of
his horns which I realised at once were a fine pair, of that
dark olive tint so beloved by the hunter but so difficult to see

in the thickness of the jungle, I wasted no time now in

firing at his shoulder. He gave a great botmd forward, turned
half round, going away from us all the time and quite invisible

after the shot, and then fell crashing to the ground to rise no
more. His death-groan was the signal for us to close up, and
his throat was cut with the usual ceremony by Y'asin, but low
down on the neck to enable the skin to be utilised for setting

up at some future date. He had a magnificent head one of
the finest that I have ever obtained. The horns had an out-
side span of 39"; but he had a disappointing shoulder
measurement, only jtist touching 17 hands. We were fairly

close to the river, although some way down-stream from the
place where we had left the boat, but it was early in the day,
so I sent Sahat back to camp for another boat, the men who
I had left in camp, and my c;miera. He followed a track
back which took him throu<^h a kampong railed Ulu
Memgkuang. and there passed the word that seladang meat
was to be had for the asking and described the locality of the
kill. About 10 a.m. a large collection of Malavs, men,
women, and children, arrived with an expectant look on their

faces and with many an ejaculation of astonishment at the
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si;:e of the dead beast, I would not, however let them cut it

up until I had done what was necessary with my camera.

A pLCuHar incident occurred which was quite unique in

my experience. With the Malays from Ulu Mengkuang was
an old man, tall and spare, who obviousl}' had no interest in

the meat side of tlie question because he was entirely devoid

of teeth. This old man was much interested in the place

where the suladang's throat had been cut. He carefully

examined it and then remarked that it was customary to cut

the throat of a bufialo much higher up. I explained that I

wanted to save the scalp with a good portion of the neck

for setting-up purposes^ but this did not convey very much to

him. Before the arrival of the camera I left the carcase for

S(mie time to examine the tracks of the other seladang, and
while 1 was away the old man evidently had a good deal to

say about this, to him, extraordinary way of killing a beast

which was supposed to be hnlai. On the arrival o( the men
from myrnmp I took several photos of the bull, and then gave

orders to start and cut the beast up, commeJicing myself to

work on his head.

I presently noticed that most of the men from Mengkuang
were doing nothing, and very shortly they began to move off in

twos and threes without taking any meat at all. I called to

some of them and asked them where they were going to, and
was told that as the bull wus an old one the eating of the meat
would bring out sores on their legs ! !

!

Of course I was not deceived by this explanation, but did

not press the point and the Ulu Mengkuang contingent depar-

ted. Afterwards I asked the other Malays the reason of this

sudden change, and they said that Orrt/i.i; Tua, I forget his

name, had told them that as the throat of the beast had not

been cut directly beneath the ears, they should not eat any of

the meat because it was haranu Where he got this idea from

I do not know, perhaps some of my more enlightened readers

can tell me. The remaining natives did not consider it harant

and so got all the more meat.
Unfortunately the photographs that I took of this

seladang, together with a good many others, were ruined by
the damp before 1 had an opportunity of developinsr them; I

thus lost many pleasant reminiscences of this expedition.

(The acccompanyin^; photograph of a seladang is not of

this beast but of a very old bull that 1 got on another occasion

in the Krau Valley),

We got back to camp about four o*clock and I spenf^e
evening cleaning up the scalp and skull. I also had some
work to do on it the following day, so remained in camp.
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Yasin went up the river a little way to a kanipong where a big

elephant was reported to have been a few days earlier, but

from its tracks Yusln deduced that it was not worth going

after. I left the next morning to m;ike a wide detour towards

the north to trj- and pick op tracks of the big bull from the

Jinka.
Soon after leaving camp we passed the road survey of

what I was inft>rmed was the route of the main trunk road

from Benta to Kuan tan, altuu;^h it was difEcult to conceive

what the road could be doing so near to the Pa hang River at

that point. Possibly a direct route was not desired, but to

anyone who knows that part of the cuuntry, and who knows
that between the tilus of tributaries^ of the Tiknm and Lepar
Rivers quile easy country is to be found for a road route,

the decision to take the road through a portion of the Jumpol
Valley means a very considerable lengthening which is not

absolutely necessnry.

For the next ten days we travelled in the vicinity of the

idits of the Jumpol and the Jinka, finally fitiding our w^ay back

to our camp on the Jumpol on the 28th of June.
Three days we spent and many miles we covered

following up a herd of elephants wliich was accompanied by a

big bull which was thought m'v^hi possibly be the old rogue

from the Jinka, only to find when we did at last get a sight of

him tliat he had miserably small and short tusks. We were

taken by some Sakais to a very large salt lick on a tributary

•of the Jinka, the Taram Loket iiitnim is the local name for

salt lickU but there were no signs of a new track there, in fact

our journe}' wi\s unsuccessfnl inasmuch as the search for the

old bull elephant w^as unfrnitfal, but we saw quantities of fresh

tracks of seladang and elephant, which, had I not been after

somt3 particular beast would have supplied us with plenty of

sport. I fancy that the old bull elepliairt had made tracks

after having been wounded l>y *Mcm Prang up to the head-

waters of the Lepar w here he w onid be exceedingly' difficult to

pick up owing to the difficulties of transport in such an

oiit'of-the-way spot.

Unfortunately I struck a nasty attack of fever on the

journev which delayed us a little, and when I arrived back at

the Jurnpol 1 was not feeling very fit.

W(! left the next morning by* boat for Kuala Bera, half my
men going back overland. About halfway down the river we
"Were hailed by some Malay women who were on the bank w^ho

told us that for the last two nights an elephant had visited

their clearing which was about a mile iidand, and had done a

;good deal of daniiige to their plantains and Indian corn.
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They said that they had heard that there was an Orattg Putck

up the river at Sahat's kampong who was in search of elephants

and that they were going up the river to ask liini to come
down and rid them of this pest, I explained that I was
the Oning Putch and asked them if there were no men in their

hampoitg. They answered with much laughter that there were
plenty, but that they had beeji sent to look for me. The men
were, i suppose, too tired III

I tied up the boat and told the women that I would come
ashore and have a look at the elephant's tracks, which 1 would
follow if I found that they were those of a Ijig bulk

YasinaudI with (ild Mat Liiiggi followed the women— it is

ahva3'S as well to take an old man with you on such occasions

—

and soon came to where the elephant had crossed the path to

the clearing. The tracks were those of quite a big bull so I deci-

ded to follow him. \Vc pushed on to the clearing and soon
learnt that the clefibant had been quite close to the edge of the

jungle np to daylight that morning, and since then bad been
heard only a short distance away so I anticipated no difficulty

in getting up to him. I sent Mat Linggi back to the boat to

tell Ah Tong to make a camp at the edge of the river as I

sl^ould not probalilj' be back till kite, and would not proceed
further down river that day. Accompanied by two of the tired

men, we followed the tracks of the bull, and soon came to

where he had lain down. He had l)een gone about an hour.

Yasin and I went on by ourselves now and presently

heard the cracking of a branch ahead of us. We baited and I

struck a match to ascertain the direction of the wind. It was
favourable for a frontal attack so we proceeded as quickly as we
could towards the soirnd. Soon many elephant noises struck
on our ears, the flapping of his ears, the little satisfied grunts
that an elephant indulges in when his stomach is full ntid lie is

feeling quite pleased with himself, and the shuffling of his feet

as he swayed about from side to side. He was standing
behind a very big tree, and the cunning old fellow, before
taking up his stand alongside this tree, hn.l broken down a
sapling about uine inchen in diameter, which he hnd forced
ovt-r with his foot so as to make a sort of bower. This was the
noise we had heard which first gave us his position. Here he
was protected on one side by the wind, and on the leeward side

by a big tree and a leafy canopy which almost touched the
groiuid and enttrel}' hid him from our view. We got right

up to the buttresses of the tree ai^d were within ten yards of
him without being able to see him. I dodged nbont around
this tree and at last made out that he was standing with his

hind quarter towards me. His great back seemed to tower up
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over my head, terminating in a round mass which I concluded

must be his head, fringed with two tattered garments which

could only he his ears. Of his tusks I could not see a vestige.

I have observed that if it takes you a very long tune to pick up

an elephant's tusks when \ ou are at close quarters in thick

jungle, when you do see them they are probably not very

long. Of course this close proximity could not last long, as,

however the wind was, he was hound to get our scent before

long. I had just moved away a little from the tree and was
i^qunttin^^ down trying to get a sight of his tusks, when
suddenly without the slightest w arning he rushed out from his

bower and was instantly in full Hight. But he did not see me
for the moment and I thought tliat the was coming right on

top of me ; he hesitated, turned a little and then went off,

crashing dow n ever}-thing before him in his mad terror. When
he hesitated. I had a sufficient glimpse of his tusks to sta\' my
linger from pulling the trigger. I could have killo^l him, I

think, because I saw very plainly his entire head which was

not more than a dozen yards from me when he turned. But
again, although a big elephant, his tiisks were not good, and

would not 1 think have weit;hed more than 30 pounds the pair.

Tlie moment the excitement wa^ over, and 1 caji assure

you it was exciting enough, I felt that I had another go of

fever on me and was soon shaking with ague. We had

followed the elephant farther than I thought. To make
matters worse the local men took us back to the path that we
had followed from tlie boat by a short cut which was about

twice as far as the way we had come, and by the time I

arrived back at our camp I was ver>' done up. I shall never

forget that afternoon. It was tearfully hot and I was stretched

out on my camp bed with nothing between me and the sun

except a couple of kadjan^'R, There was no shelter near by

and one just had to stick it out. But, as the ancient king

took as his motto "This too shall pass away," so I tried to

console myself with the thought that it would be cooler as

the afternoon wore on and tliat there must be an end to my
fever some time or other.

Next morning I am afraid that I was not up very

early, and we did not break up camp until about eight o'clock.

Before we left, the women from the backwoods came
down to the river again, on their way to a fishing expedition,

so they said—I told Mat Linggi that the\' had come down
to see him—and they told us that the elephant had not

returned during the night.

We soon came out on to the Pahang River and made
our way up stream towards Kuala Bera. We halted at
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Persagi, a kamp.'n» on the left bank, where we decided to camp
as we could not possibly get lo Kiuila Bern in a da}-. Here we
got news of a solitary elephant wliich had been into some
padi nurseries about three days before, but which the headman
assured us was always hanging about and would certainly be
d'jing damage af^ain very soon. He begged that I would stay

there a da\' or two and go after it. We examined the tracks

which were those of quite a small elephant, and the enormous
damage that it had done consisted in walking through the edge
of a young nursery, and knocking down a portion of a fence

\^^hich a man could easih- have repaired in an hour. Kampong
Malays are very fond of greatly exaj^gerating the damage that

elephants do to their crops; a Malay finds it so difficult to

persuade himself to work at all that when he has done
something it is a dreadful calamity to find that some of

his labour has been wasted, and he is liable to multiply the

trouble in his imagination. Of course I do not mean to

say that' elephants do not at times do damage which is a

serious matter to the owner of the property, but they do it

much less often than the Malays would have you believe.

Much to the disappointment of the Persagi Malays I would not

go after their elephant.

The next day we continued our journey to Kuala Bera,

and, as I found it very uncomfortable in the boat, Yasin
and I went overland. I again had a severe dose of fever, which
made the journey a long aiid tiring one, and I was very glad to

get to Kuala Hera. But despite the fever we beat the boat
easily which did not get in until seven o'clock, I had to wait

At Kuala Bera two nights because the old wretch who had
undertaken to do the sli^,dit alterations that were necessary

to my boat had only just started on it, a job that would
only take a couple of men two days to complete. He had
had the boat for twenty days. He had been doing nothing
else, but was just too lazy to make his mind up to tackle

the work and get it finished. When he did finish it, he
tried to swindle me by putting on the awning some old
kadjangs wh\ch he strove unsuccessfully to palm off on me
as new ones.

On the 3rd of July we poled up the river to Gnai, where we
camped at Imam Prang's kampong. Mat, one of the Malays
whom I had engaged there, was suffering from a bad foot

which was much inflamed and obviously w*anted a rest ; he had
also a touch of fever so I decided to pay him off. The other
Malay who had been most anxious to go the round trip with
me now cried off, the reason given being that he thought that

he was to have received 50 cents a day, instead of which he
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was being paid at the rate of $/2 a tnvnih nui! his food. The
real reasoii was that he heard when he returned to Guai that

fabulous sums could be made by working on the Railway
construction, and I suppose he thought also that he could get
an easier job. I sent Mat Linggi and Juansa back to Kuala
Jerang with the boat that I had brought down from there, with
instructions to return overland to Kuala Semantan, where I

would meet them in about a week's time. Juanasa now
disappears from the story* When he arrived at Kuala Jerang
he coolly informed Mat Linggi that he did not intend to go
back to Kuala Semantan, shouldered his pack and departed to

Pertang, I have never seen him from that day to this.

When I returned to Pertang he was there, but he had not the
hardihood to come and ask for the balance of his wages. He

• had had most of them in advance, I arrived at Kuala
Semantan next day, and as I Mas still seedy I stopped there

with Mr. P., the District Officer, who showed me every kindness.

I had a week of low fever which kept me to the house, but the
rest did me good, and I am glad to say that I w as not troubled
with any sickness afterwards on this expedition.

CHAPTER in.

The Krau River.

Allowing my men six days to take the boat back up
the Triang and return overland to Kuala Semantan, I

expected that they wottld arrive at the latest on Saturday
morning, but when Monday morning arrived and there was
still no sign of them I decided to continue my journey minus
the Pirate and Juanasa*

I was able to engage four Malays from the district

who were willing to go with me up the Tembeling and
back to Pertang, and I also took with me a large supply
of rice, because I heard that there was a great scarcity

of that necessary commodity in the Ulu Tembeling and I was
not sure whether I should be able to replenish my stock
on mv journey or not-

We left Kuala Semantan about 10 a.m., and poling
up the river fairly quickly arrived at Kuala Tekal about
four o'clock. I tied my boat up there and camped at the
house of Syed Mahomet who kindly put his verandah at

my disposal. I had availed myself of his courtesy on a
previous occasion, and in the evening I met several
Malays from the kampon^ whom I knew, and we had a long
<:hat on matters connected with sport. Amongst other
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news I heard that there was a solitary elephant near by, so on
the following morning, instead of leaving at da) Hght, I went
to inspect the tracks* Those I saw must have been
months old, and were not the tracks of a big elephant.

Starting late from Kuala Tekal we poled up to the mouth
of the Krau Kiver whicli we reached at about three o'clock-

I stopped there for a few minutes to try and see Imam Dollah,
an old Malay who lives at the mouth of the Krau and
who can give one most of the news that is going, but unfortu-

nately he was away in his rice fields and I did not want to

dek}- my journey so entered the Krau.
What sad memories this river calls to one's mind. It

was here, not very far from the Kuala, were Captain Syers, one
of the truest sportsmen that ever Hved in the Malay States,,

met his death when hunting seladang. I have been through
that part of the jungle where poor Syers was charged for the
last time by a wounded bull seladang, and although I did not
know the exact spot where the tragedy took place, the
denseness and thickness of the under;:; rowth shewed to me
easil)' enough how an accident might happen. The water
in the river was very low, and we had doubts about being able

to get up to the Sakai clearings, which were some consider-

able distance up the river. During the two days that it took
us to get there w^e were out of the boat pulling it over logs and
sand banks as often as we were in the boat. On tlie second
night we camped near an old clearing where I shot the big

seladang whose photograph I have already shown you. Here
we found the tracks of a solitary bull seladang, but he did not

put in an appearance that night, so in the morning we
continued our journey and arrived late in the afternoon at the
first Sakai encampment near Kuala Lempat, where we
camped for the night.

There is a large collection of Sakais here, and we
soon got on friendly terms with an old man who could
talk Malay quite fluently and who gave m a good deal

of information. He told us that the headmen, who went
by the names of the Batin Ulu and the Batin Hiiir, two
brothers, lived some- half a day's journey up the river, that

there were reported to be many seladang near where the

Batins lived and that he would send up messengers on
the morrow to bring them down here. In the meantime,
if we wanted to go after seladang close to, he would go with
us to a place called Bukit Ta Simpai, where there were many
old clearings and where we would be certain to find seladang.
This arrangement quite suited me as one can readily imagine,

so that night we slept the sleep of the just, or perhaps I
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should say of the weary, and awoke on the following morning
long before cock-crow ready for onr tramp.

The Sakais of the Krau are a peculiar mixture of the wild

and the ta;Tie. Most of them have quite decent houses

;

they plant hill padi, and many of them bathe, which is

a long stride towards civilisation for the Sakai. On the other

hand men and women wear no clothes except the chawat^

generallv made out of the bark of the temp tree, which can

best be described as a very scanty pair of bathing pants

without most of the pnuts, Wt; found a Chinaman amongst
them, not a trader, but just living like a Sakai, with a wife of

the people: they told us that he had been with them for years.

Two Sakais went with us to Bukit Ta Sinipai arid after

about a two hours' walk through fairly open virgin jungle,

we came out into a series of old hill clearings which had
only been abandoned for a year and \\hich were covered

wnth short bluker and quantities of grass. Seladang tracks

were everywhere hut just at first we did not Hnd fresh ones.

When we did we had a tremendous time picking out their route

through innumerable patches of secondary growth. It was
very drv and as there had been a large herd feeding all over

these clearings night after night for some time past, it took us

till nearly mid-day before we found ourselves getting close to

them.
At last we came out into an older clearing which was

grown up into high bluker with patches of la'lang here and
there, and now the signs indicated that we were very near our

quarry.

We followed one of the biggest tracks into the jungle at a
corner of the clearing, but when we got there other tracks

were so numerous that it was difficult to know which to

follow, especially as we expected to put a seladang up at

any moment. Eventually we found our waj' back to the

clearing, and there stood still to try to hear the beasts

which we felt sure were now all round us. What was
that ? We stiffened and strained everj^ nerve to try to localise

the sound. Yes, there it was again, no mistake this time

—the breathing of a seladang. 1 crept forward and was met
by an impenetrable wall of old lalang. I looked round and
spotted an ant hill, and decided to risk ever}'thing and
climb up to the top from where I would be able to get a fair

view of the clearing, hoping to get a gh'mpse of a seladang

before a seladang got a sight of me. I climbed up and
straightening myself quickly, with my rifie ready, looked

round. The edge of the clearing was some fifty yards from

me and I could see the bluker there waving about in
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quite half a do^en jilaces, but not a horn tip could I see

belonging to a seladaiig* Suddenly a calf which was quite

close to my ant hill sprung to his feet and stared hard at me,
then turned round and quietly ambled olT towards the waving
bhiker. This gave the alarm to the herd and there were
several rushes into the jungle but never a seladang did I

see. We made a detour to try to cut them off. Their

rush was only a short one, and there was a possibility of

getting a shot on the edge of the jungle. But our luck

was not in this time, for in trying to approach the spot

where we knew lliere were seladan*(, we almost ran into a bull

that was standing quite still behind a thick clump of fern,

and with a loud snort he rushed away taking the others

with him. This scattered the herd, so we decided on a short

rest and some lunch before we attempted to follow them
farther. Afterwards we were able to pick out the tracks

of . a big bull who had gone off by himself; and I hoped
to be able to deal with him in a way that it is impossible to

deal with a herd, but unfortunately he was joined by a smaller

beast after going about half a mile and we had to fol low-

two beasts instead of one.

An hour's tracking brought us close up to them, and we
finally got w^ithin fifteen yards but with a thick tangle of

rattan intervening. We could hear them snuffing about quite

distinctly. Suddenly one of them moved away to the
left, cleared itself from the rattan, and gave me, for a couple

of seconds, a perfectly clear view of its head. It was a cow.

She almost at once saw me, swung round with astonishing

rapidity, and was gone. The bull followed her, but I

never saw him at all. It was getting late in the afternoon so

we commenced to make our way back to our camp. On our

way home we came across a herd of five elephants, two
of them were calves, but there was nn bull wMth them. They
were making their way in the direction of the Sakais' clear-

ings; in fact they turned up near our camp that night.

When we arrived at Kuala Lempat the two Batins were

awaiting our arrival, and funny old specimens they were too.

They were more or less respectably dressed, but the crowning
glory of each was a gold-braided pork-pie cap which I expect

was' kept carefully guarded only to be produced on special

occasions. The Batin Hilir, the older of the two, was obviously

the master-mind, and seemed a very capable man for a Sakai

headman. He had a brilliant pair of black eyes which almost

seemed to flash in the darkness, and altogether had an intelli-

gence far above the average aboriginal. He w^as of opinion

that if we came up to his place at Kuala Soeping we would be
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certain to get a seladang, as there were d number about there

which were quite undisturbed. 1 inquired if he knew of

any particular bull which be could put me on to, and
explained to him that I did not care very much about follow-

ing herds. He would not, however, commit himself, but stuck

to it tluit there were plenty of seladang about.

The follovving niurning the old headman rKtnrned up
Stream in aliitie dug-out, leaving before daylij;ht, and after we
had broken up camp we were conducted by the Batin Ulu,

who acted as our guide, to the up-river settlements by a route

overland, which took us fairly close to uur yesterday's hunting

grouti<:l, Bukit l a Simpai. W'e came acro?s fre&h tracks

of elephants just after we had left the clearing, but they were

those of the elephants we had met the previous day and no

bull had obligingly joined them during the night. On our way
up we managed to bag a wood partridge and a mouse deer,

which was considered a good augury for the future hunting.

We arrived at the Batin's place sooti after noon, and fourid

that the old man had made a nice little hut on the baidc of the

river which he wished me to occupy, and was evidently very

anxious to make us as comfortable as possible. We ascertain-

ed that there was a large clearing about half an hour's walk

from our camp where report had it seladang were always

to be found, so soon after two o'clock Yasin and I, with

one of my Malays and a Sakai guide, w^ent up towards the

clearing. Before we arrived there, however, we came across

quite fresh tracks of a solitary bull seladang which had crossed

the path we were following. We changed our direction and

took up the tracks. Almost at once we noticed blood on

the track, and after a careful examination decided that he had

cut one of his hind feet which was bleeding profusely. We
came to a spot where he had lain down and found quite a

pool of blood, and afterwards a place where he had been stand-

ing shaking his hind leg and distributing the blood all round.

We followed him till nearly four o'clock when we found

we were close to the big clearing near our camp, having made
a w^ide circle round it. Proceeding now with great caution,

expecting to find him lying down near the edge of the padang,

waiting for the cool of the evening when be would probably

go out to feed, we heard him quite close to us and almost

immediately saw his huge black body for an instant as he

rose from his resting place. But I did not see his head,

in fact, I only caught a momentary glimpse of him at all

before be vanished. We had no time to follow him further

that afternoon so returned to camp. I think he must have

cut his foot by stepping into one of the Sakai^s elephant traps
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which were made round most of the clearings* Tlie traps I

refer to are scarcely traps inasmuch as they are not made
for the purpose of catching or even destroyin<if the elephants,

but only with the object of frighten inj^ them away. A round
hole, roughly two feet ir^ diaineter, is exca\ated with the
help of a piece of wood, which is sharpened wedge-shiiped, to

a depth of abovit two feet in the centre of a game track. In
the middle of this hole a sharpened stake is lixed with the
business end upwards. The holes are sometimes covered up
but generally left uncovered. They are not very conspicuous
and an elephant might easily step into one, mistaking it for a
natural hole. Anyway if he does he probably gets a severe

wound in the sole of his foot, which no doubt considerably
anno3*s him and may cause him to temporarily rehnquish his

desij^ns, if lie iind iiny, on the Sakat's crops. In bunting near
any large Sakai encampments it is always advisable to tnke a
Sakai guide with you who will take good c;tre that you do not
stumble on any of their traps. Frequently all the game tracks

which pass near their clearings are guarded with many sorts

of engines of pain to wild animals, and incidently to the
human animal if he does not know of their whereabouts.

The followinfj morning, the i7tli of July, we left camp at

daylight intending to return to tlie spot where we had left the

seladang of the previous day, but before we arrived there

we picked up the fresh tracks of a big solitary bull which
had been feeding In a clearing close to, and we thought
it was the same bull. Tliere was no hlood on the track,

but after so long a time it was not to be expected. We found
tracking very slow work as soon as the spoor took us into

the big jungle : there had been no rain for weeks and,
when w'e came to places where there were many dead leaves

on the ground, Yasin had to track with his back bent double
and his face within about three feet of the ground. Vet
he is a very fine tracker, the best I have ever seen. This
seladang kept us going for several hours before he seemed
inclined to stop. We had been tracking him on the north
bank of the Krau and shortly before noon his tracks took
us across the river. Here he had stopped to drink, and as be
followed a well-defined path up the bank, I noticed that

the track was still wet. We were close to him now; that was
quite certain, so I stopped the coolies and only Yasin, myself,

and a gun-bearer proceeded. The ground was so hard that it

was impossible for Yasin to keep a look-out for the seladang
and w^atch the track stifficiently closely to prevent him from
losing it, so I told him not to bother about the seladang but

just watch the track, I would do the looking-out part of the
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business. We had not crossed the river more than half an

hour when I saw right in front of me a h\g black mass slowly

rising from the ground, then made out the f(jrm of a huge

seladang turning round in my direction at about thirty yards

distance. The jungle was fairly open and I had a compara-

tively clejir view of the beast. But what was clear to me was
equally clear to the sehidaug and just as I fired at his shoulder

he gave a bound which turned him right round and I had

the horril>le feeling that I had missed him. Vasin, who was

cjiiite unconscious of the proximity of the seladang—he was
slightly to the right of the line of fire—was considerably

startled at the shot. The seladang in his rush became

entangled in a mass of creepers which nearly fetched him

over, and we could hear, although not see distinctly, a tremen-

dous c<immotion going on for a second or so before he got

clear. We waited for a few minutes—never run in to a

wounded seladang in thick jungle without you want to get

into trnuble^—and then, with many misgivings. I went up to

the place where he had been lying down. Following the

track a few yards we saw where he had been caught by the

creepers, a few yards further on we found a spot of blood,

still a little further a "shambles.'' Well, it was all ri<rht after

all. I had not missed him any way, he was pretty badly hit

too. and, with so much blood showing, most likely in the neck.

Following a rule that I always try to observe, that is to give a

wounded selndang that has got away a good half an hour

before folhm-ing him. although one may think that he is so

badly hit that we will be too far gone to fight, we sat down
on a* convenient ant-hill and waited- The sound of the shot

had brought up the men who were behind ; they were of

course very anxious to know what had happened, and were

rather mystified to find us sitting down allowing the seladang

to get awav. Suddenly \vc heard a noise not verj' far

ahead of us. I at once jumped to my feet and listened

carefully; again the s.nme noise and I felt sure that it was

the seladang which had either fallen or lain down and

was kicking his hind legs about as he lay on his side. The
half hour was not up, but as it seemed that the beast had

not gone a hundred yards before being incapacitated, a

cautious advance was now permissible. But only Yasin

and I went on.

Following the track and going very slowly indeed, we
presently heard again a repetition of the previous noise but

now it was quite close to us. Then there was a scrambling

noise followed by a crash. After this not a sound was to be

heard and we moved on a little more. We were in a very
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thick patch of jungle which I suppose the beast had sought
out as a haven of refuge^ and we could only see a few yards
in any direction. Still the silence, and we felt certain now
that the beast must be dead. Soon a black form shewed
up, motionless enough, but which could only be the body
of the .seladang. When we got up to him he was quite

dead, but the first {^lance at his head disuppointcd me.
He had u very narrow forehead, and although the horns
were a si;iable pair in circumference— 18" at the base—
the general apj>earance of his head was poor owing to lack
of breadth. The Malays who accompanied me were quite
distressed because we only got up to the beast when he was
dead» making the meat uneatable to them owing to the
throat cutting ceremony being irnpossible, but the Sakais
reaped the bencirt and had every bit of the carcase back
into their settlement that night, bones and alb This bull

was not the one with the wounded foot after alb There
were a great many solitary seladang about in this locality^

and we had changed the tracks when we picked up fresh

ones in the morning. My bullet^ as I had surmised, had
hit him in the neck, but he had turned round so quickly
when he made up his mind to go, that I had hit him on
the opposite side of the neck to that which I had seen
when I determined to fire.

We found that we were not more than half an hour's
walk from our camp, and the sound of the shot was quite
distinctlv heard by those left behind. The Batin Uhi who
was with us went back to bring his people to cut the beast
up and we commenced skinning the head. While doings

this we found two bullets in tlte neck, one peculiar inasmuch
as it was made of brass and had probably been fired out
of a twelve bore, the other an ordinary' small leaden one,
but little bigger than a buck shot. Neither of the bullets
could have been fired with anything like an adequate charge
of powder behind them, or if adequate in quantity very
deficient in qualit}' ; the penetration had taken the bullets
only just beneath the skin. They had evidently been
quartered on their unwilling host for some time becavise

there were no scars visible on tlie skin.

This seladang had horns which were jnst in the transition

stage regarding colour. The horns of an old bull are of a
beautiful shade of light oli\'e green with a welbdefmed line

where the colour changes into black at the tips, the black
being only a very few inches in an aged animal. The horns
of a young seladang are of a light yellow colour at the
base and gradually shade off towards the tips into blacky
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the black portion being mote in evidence the younger the

animal. The beast 1 had jnst killed had horn^^ that were

not yellow and yet were not the proper shade of green

but had quite clearly-defined black tips. The horns of a

young bull appear much more brilliant in culour in life

than they do afterwards* and in the jungle the head that

is very distinctly seen can be put down at once as that of

a young bull. One often hears yarns from Malays who
will tell you that they have seen a seladang with white

horns which were very large and so on, even hinting that the

beast is probably invulnerable. If they s;iw a seladang at

all they saw a youn-<i one with light yellow horns.

It would he interesting to know at what age the horns

change colour, and how long it takes for the change to

take place; probably it extends over two or three years,

the shade and grades of colour that are seen prove that

it must be a slow process. The age of seladang is difficult

to determine. Judging by the standard of domestic cattle,

this beast was possibly about ten years old, but of course

this can onlv be a rough guess. When we had the skin

off the head I noticed a peculiar look about the jaw, and

subsequently, when the skull was clean, found that the bull

had had a" very severe accident to his jaw, one side of

which had been so badly broken that it was abont an inch

out of place. To compensate for this, one of the upper

molars had grown half an inch longer than the others to

enable it to close on to its mate below \\hich rested in

the hollow where the fracture had been. It is difficult to

conceive how the beast had lived during the time that

the wound was healing. Now, how liad he broken his jaw ?

It had not been done by a bullet as far as 1 could see, there

being no traces of the missile to be found anywhere, and

there was no sign at all of a scar on the skin.

Now, peculiarly enough, this was not the first seladang

that I had killed which had had its jaw broken. It was the

third. And the previous two had no signs of specks of lead in

the healed up bone, and no scars on the skin. One of them

was a much worse case than this one because both sides of his

jaw^ had been broken and there was a scar right across his

tongue which must have been nearly cut in tw-o, also a hole in

his forehead a little above the brain. I can only conclude

that seladang get these severe wounds about the head when

fighting—wounds which only an animal in a wild state

would ever be able to survive, I have shot two seladang with

holes in their foreheads which I do not think had been caused

by human agency. The first seladang I shot on this trip had
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a piece of horn embedded in his skull a little above one eye ; it

was quite r small piece but there could only be one explanation
as to how it got there, it would be interesting to know if

other hunters ha\'e had similar expetiences. It might appear
that the bullets which I had fonnd In this bull's neck might
have had somethin;; to do with the battered state of his skull,

l)ut I may say that their position and condition were such that
the)- could not possibh- have had any connection with the
damage.

I bad a busy evening in camp cleaning up the scalp.

Unfortunately the photos that I took of this beast also proved
failures owing to the damp so affectin<^ my changing box that
I was unable to open it without breaking it up. The
following day I left camp at daybreak to explore farther up
the river, hoping to pick up tracks of a solitary bull elephant
which was reported to be in the vicinity. The previous day
Ave had seen spoor about ten days old of quite a sizeable

elephant, and as there was a large extent of l^luker, which
extended for many miles along the river banks, it was quite
possible that we might come across fresh tracks. We
followed a game track which took us past the big clearing
where we had left the seladang with the bleeding foot, and
fonnd that, durtn,!< the ni^ht, a solitary seladan*:^ h^id also used
this path. His tracks were cpiite fresh where w e picked them
up on the path. Now. I did not want another seladan^ in the
Krau, so did not willingly frdlow him, but we had to keep to
the path which the Batin Uhi, who was with m. informed us
would take us a i^ood way up-stream and would p;iss thrf>iigh

a favourite feeding ground of elephants. After about half an
hour's walking since the time that the seladang's tracks had
first attracted our notice—he had never left the path—

I

stopped for a moment to examine the spoor in a place
where the footprints were very plain, to i^^ratify my curiosity
as to whether he was an old or a young beast—^the outer ridge
of the hoof being absent in an old bull as a rule—and I saw a
root which he had trodden on and which was actually

exuding sap. I beckoned to Yasin and he said that we
must be very close to the seladnng indeed. Looking
round when I stood up—-we were in bluker— I sudden h' saw,
lying down not fifteen yards from the path, on ground slightly

higher than we were, a bull seladang. He was lying with his

back towards us and 1 could see the tips of his horns. He
was not a very old beast and after having a good look at

him^—he was absohitely unconscious of our presence—
1 was just starting to move on when one of my men, I think it

was the Batin, made a noise as he retreated down the path.
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In an instant what had been an unsuspecting mass of flesh,

became a very alert scladang which jumped to its feet and
swunj^ round facing us. I stood perfecth- stilJ, and beheve

that even now ahhouj^h he was so close to us, if my followers

had kept quiet tliat the seladan*^ would still be alive but

of course they stampeded. The sehidang threw up his head

and—advanced. I had seen that lie had only a young head,

the lo%ver part of his liorns appeared quite a golden colour, and
I did not want to shoot htm at all, but this was too much like

a hostile demonstration, and at any moment he might run at

me» or what was more likeh' chase one of the Malays who
were making much noise scrambling through the bluker. The
bull stood still for an instant and then threw up his head and
1 fired for his throat; the shock of the bullet appeared to

throw him back on his haunches, but beTore I had time to fire

again he had disappeared. I waited a few seco?ids but heard

nothing and moved away a little to my k-ft to try and see

round a thick bush which I thought hid the seladang from my
view. I could see nothing. Yasin had moved away to the

right, and beckoned to rnu:, implying by gesture that he could

see the beast*s hind quarters, I moved as quietly ns I could to

where Yasin was and just as I got there I saw the beast move
very slowl\- out of sight. He had gone about five yards from

where I though he was. We waited a few minutes trying to

locate him b\' sound and presently heard a rustle which was
evidently the' btiU. I thought he was down and advanced
ver^* cautiously. Near the track, where we had first seen the

seladang, the bluker happened to be fairly clear, but only a

^^\y yards away it was almost impenetrable without the help

of a parang. We went as ftir as the spot that I had just seen

the beast leave and here were signs that he had fallen down,
but he had got up somehow and forced his wa)- into a thick

patch of fern where we could see absolutely nothing. I called

a halt and told the men who were with me that on no account

were they to make any noise, that if they were afraid they had
better clnnb trees and stop there until we signalled them to

come down. That the seladang was close to us I was quite

certain, no beast could have possibly gone through that thick

bluker without making sufficient noise for us to have heard

him, and it seemed reasonablu to su[>pose that he was close at

hand and "in extremis." His track after going through the

thick fern led us into a patch of jungle-lily which had leaves

quite three feet long, and above these leaves was a tangle of

creepers and everj' imaginable sort of obstruction to quick

movement on our part. I refused to follow the tracks into

this, so we skirted round to the left to find it no better there,
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then to the right, it was equally bad; I then sent a man up a

tree to try and see anythin^j but with no result, still another

tree and another man who hkewise could see tiothing. While

this was going on 1 thought I heard a groan from the bed of

lilies. We spent over a quarter of an hour reconnoitring and

as the time passed on, felt more and more certain that the

sehidang must be dead. Vasin was quite confident that the

beast was defunct, and followed the track into the lilies a little

way with this conviction in his mind. He had to crawl to

avoid the overhanging branches. 1 was just behind him—we
had not gone more than ten yards from where we had been

for the last (]uarter of an hour—when he suddenly squatted

down on his haunches, ptjked his head forward, and said in a

very loud voice, Dia sudah tnati Tuan, I could see nothing.

I was just straightening myself up from a most uncomfortable

position wheji Yasin's statement was instantly denied by the

seladang who, with no end of a noise, scrambled to his feet.

I did not wait to fmd out what was going to happen. I dived

into a small opening to my left, fortunately kept my feet,

scrambled along anyhow, came to an ant-hill which afforded

some protection, and then swung round to meet what I cer-

tainly thought must be a charging seladang. The moment I

stopped I heard the seladant;, but I was thankful to realise

that the thunder of his hooves as they beat on the ground was
getting fainter as he rushed madly through the jungle, I

called to Yasin and we foregathered in a moment or two,

all very much out of breath and all very much inclined to

hysterical laughter after the intense excitement of the last few
minutes,

Yasin had had nn even more exciting experience than I

had. When he dashed back along the track by which he had
followed the seladang, he passed, unnoticed by him, one of the

Malays named Saleh who, with much curiosity, had approached
closer than he ought to have done. Saleh seeing the flying

Y'asin and hearing the crashing seladang did best time up the
track after Yasin. Yasin thought Saleli was the seladang and
where he went Saleh followed. Yasin was not quite clear

how long it took him to fmd out that Saleh was following him
and not the seladang, but he was rather annoyed with Saleh,

Now personally I do not think that Saleh was to blame at all,

if Yasin had not said in a loud voice Jyia sudah maii^ but had
just kept quiet and had given me time to put another bullet

into the beast, he would never have mistaken Saleh for a
seladang anxious to have his blood. We laughed a good deal
over this incident, I refer to Yasin*s flight, which relieved our
feelings a good deal. The position of the seladang really
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•saved the situation. When Yasin saw what he thought was a

dead beast the body was lying on its side with its legs

stretched straight out and with its hind quarters within three

yards of Yasin. H*ad the beast been facing Yasin it would
undoubtedly have charged and would probably have tjot one

of us. Who would ever have expected a wonnded seladang to

lie apparently dead for a quarter of an hour, during which
time we were moving practically all round him, and then to

suddenly jump to his feet without the slightest warning when
bv all the rules of the game he ought to have been dend ?

However it was a good lesson to both Yasin and myself, and

showed us that we had still much to learn regarding the

vitality of the seladang, I can only suppose that he was lying

stunned and happened to come round just as Yasin saw him.

Yasin*s mistake was perhaps excusable, I have never known a

case anvthing like this one. A stunned seladang generally

recovers his senses in a minute or two at the most, and it was
not to be e-xpected, finding a beast stretched out over a

<]uarter of an hour after he had been wounded, and within

twenty yards of the spot where he had received his wound,
that he could be anything but dead.

We waited for half an hour and then took up the trail.

There had not been much blood at first, which rather

surprised me considering that lie was hit in the thr<>at, but

presently we found a great deal. He had made one rush

of abourit twenty yards and had then broken into a walk,

stopping altogether after going another thirty yards or so.

He had not turned round to face the music, so probably did

not intend to charge. He soon got on to a well-defined

game track and about every fift}' yards had stopped and

left a pool of blood. We went very cautiously along this

track, expecting to come on to him round every bend, and

after followiug for about half-a-rnilc suddenly heard a tremend-

ous snort ahead of us, a short rush, and he was gone. We
saw* nothing except the waving of a few palm leaves which

shewed us where he had been waiting. Shortly afterwards

—

he had now taken us into big jungle— I caught a glimpse

of him, but could see nothing to shoot at. This was the

last we saw of him that day. We heard him once late on

in the afternoon, when we had followed his track into thick

hluker and had gone right round him. He seemed to recover

his strength as the afternoon wore on snd we abandoned the

chase fairly early and got back to camp about five o'clock.

We were not far from the river, having been hunting in

circles, a favourite trick of wounded sekdang, but convenient

as long of it keeps one close to camp. We were much
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puzzled over the behaviour of this beast, and Yasin said he
must be a "bantu!" Tired and disappointed we turned
in very earl)', longing for the morrow and its possibilities.

The following morning we got up much too early and had
to wait in camp to allow the daj'light to appear. We intended

to go straigiit to where we had left the tracks but again

we found quite fresh spoor shtjrtly after leaving; camp. We
carefully examined the tracks and Yasin thought that they

were those of the wounded beast. However I was taking

no chances as the jungle about this part seemed fnil of

solitary seladang, so we pushed on to our original goal.

After about an hours tracking we came back to the tracks

that we had already crossed. Yasin was right after all. He
seemed very proud of this, but of course it was only a lluke.

The bull seemed to l)e going very strongly, in fact we might
have been following an unwounded beast, and he took almost
the same line as the one 1 had killed two days previously.

He crossed the Krau and then followed down the left bank
for some way before he turned up a side stream and made
for higher ground. His tracks were still some hours old

when we came to a place where he had stopped and had
apparently looked around for a resting place. His tracks

crossed and recrossed themselves several times and we wasted
a good deal of time following those which brought us back
to our starting place. While searching for the track which
would take us away from this entanglement, and not for a
moment suspecting that the seladang was close to us, I

heard a slight noise which attracted my attention to a small

hillock which was in the only direction where there were no
tracks. Yasin, who happened to be close to me, looked

up at the same time, and there was our bull, half-wa}' up
the rise on the other side of the hillock with his head and
chest showing over the top. I threw up my gun and as I did

so he came up the hillock and in another instant would have
been right amongst us. Again my bullet caught him tn

the throat and he disappeared. We went cautiously up to the

hillock and looked over to see the dead seladang and saw

—

nothing.

He had vanished. What had actually happened was
this ; he had come alopg a broad game path, probably having
heard us when we scattered about trying to pick up the main
track, and when I fired all he did was to fall backwards,
pick himself up» and then quietly walk hack along the track

he had just followed* Under such circumstances a seladang
would make no noise, except when he fell down, and as

this would happen simultaneously with the discharge of one's
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riiic> the noise of the explosion in one's ears would prevent

one from htjiiring the cia^h. We soon found blood, and
going a few yards saw that he was bleeding freeh' from his

throat, his head swinging from side to side leaving a

continuous trail. After the usual halt Yasin and myself

followed the track and had gone perhaps two hundred yards

through thick juuf^dc, although the game track which the

seladang had followed was clear enough, when we heard a

noise something like a tiger moaning. We listened intently,

and for quite fifteen seconds this noise went on, finishing

up with what was undoubtedly, to my mind, the dying groan

of the bull. Yasin however would not agree with me. He
said a tiger often made weird noises, ahhough it was quite

possible he thought that it might have been the seladang.

We approached more carefully than ever and when we had
arrived at about the place that we thought the soupd had
come from we halted and listened. Not a sound.

I whispered to Yasin to cast off a little to the right

and I went towards the left, working from tree to tree and
from bush to bush through as thick a patch of jungle as I ever

wish to follow a wounded seladang into. It was intensely

exciting, Yasin suddenly halted, made a chck with his

tongue to attract my attention, and stabbed with his right

hand in a direction slightly to his left My eyes followed

the line of his gesticulation, I saw a waving mass of palm,

I heard a slight rustle, and naturally thou^^ht that the bull

was there. I worked round towards this spot, with my eyes

carefully rivetted on the clump of palms, and in doing this

I nearly trod upon—my seladang—dead. I whistled to

Yasin. I pointed to the dead beast. He was more than

astonished, because he swore that he had actually seen a

seladang where I had only seen a waving palm, and it certainly

could not have been the beast that now lay dead at our feet.

I had to satisfy my curiosity before I did anything else, so

went towards the place where Yasin had seen the seladang,

and sure enouf^h there were the tracks. We followed these

tracks back a bit—they passed quite close to where the dead

bull lay—and some fifty yards away found where Yasin's bull

had been lying down.
I think he had been attracted by the dying groan—it was

the dying groan after all—and had come to see what it was all

about; he had then quietly passed on and we happened to

arrive just at the moment. It was lucky that I had not

been in Yasin's position, because had I been so I should most
certainly have fired, naturally taking the new bull for my
wounded one. It was also extremely fortunate that the

3
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seladang was dead, otherwise I should have been taken quite

unawarei;, my attention being attracted to another direction,

I was actiiafi}* within three yards of the dead beast before I

spotted him.

Again the Malays were deprived of the meat. The bull

had a nice head alt hough, as 1 have already said, a young one.

He had a peculiar reddish frontlet in place of the usual grey

one, and had a much mure developed dewlap than any

seladang that I have ever killed. My bullet of the previous

day had bit him fairly in the throat, and the bullet that killed

him had taken him almost exactly in the same place, the two

holes joinint,' up, but imfortunateiy in taking off the head I

was unable to find the exact line of my first shot^ and what

direction the bullet took to stun the beast for a quarter of an

hour still remains a mystery to me.

Again we were comparatively close to camp, and again

the entire Sakai population turned out to take the meat back

to camp. But they left the big bones and the stomach this

time. Even they were satiated. From the amount of meat

they preserved I expect it took them some weeks to get through

it a'U. There is little more for me to tell of what happened in

the Krau. Next day we returned to Kuala Lempat—we
cros^sed the fresh tracks of yet another solitar>- seladang on the

way down—and camped some little way down the river. The
following day we reached Kuala Krau and I camped on the

river bank below Imam Doliah's house, I ]md news of a

. solitary elephant which was reported to be in some bluker.

near a Sakai clearing not very far from Kuala Krau, also more

news of seladang in the same locality, but I was anxious to

push on to the Tcmbeling where I hoped to get plenty of

opportunities after elephant, and, as time was getting on and

the journey up the Tembeling is a long business, I did not

wish to give up any more leisure to hunting in the Krau,

When we arrived at Imam Doliah's house I found old Mat
Linggi there, and. on inquiry, he told me the story of Juanasa's

desertion. Imam^Prang Samah, who had returned to his

kampong from Kuala Semantan because his son was sick, but

who had promised to follow me in a few days and rejoin me
at Ktsala Krau, did not put in an appearance. We left early

the next morning with the Pahang river in good trim for

poling up stream, the seladang heack being left with Imam
Doliah to be picked up on our return.
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CHAPTER IV. ^

The Tembeli.ng.

About nine o'clock on the morning of the 22nd of July we
arrived at a kamponji^ opposite Pulau Rata where we were infor-

med that a sohtary elephant had been doing damage to the newly
planted out padi, and we decided to stop and have a look at

his tracks. He was reported to have very long tiisks—they
always have in report—but I found on inspection that he, at

any rate, had not got a ver>' bi-^ track. However as I did not
think that 1 would lose any time by going overland to where I

hoped to stop thai night, I sent the boat up stream to Padang
Tengoh, with instructions to make a camp there, hoping to be
able to find fresh tracks of the elephant during the day. The
tracks that had been shown me were a day old. With Yasin
and a gun bearer and two local Malays we followed the bull's

spoor which took us in the direction of the padang, but
although we followed these tracks almost up to our destination

we found late on in the afternoon that the elephant had
changed his mmd regarding his desire to obli*je us and had
doubled back towards the padi fields, so we abandoned our
tracking and made our way down to the river. In the

•evening Yasin and myself went out into the padang to

try for deer, hut found no new tracks at all. This padang
is frequently visited b\' seladang, but with the exception of

the old tracks of a solitary beast I do not think that

there had been any seladang there for months. Before

daylight the following morning we again went into the

padang also without seeing any sign of deer, bnt we found that

our friend of the previous day had crossed the clearing early

that morning, and we followed his tracks a little way into the

jungle. The ground was too hard to give us any idea of his

she, hut the marks made by his shoulder where he had rubbed
against the trees as he ff?rced his way through the jungle were
so low down that we soon decided that he was not worth
going after. Returning to the boat we got away soon after

eight o'clock, arrived at Pulau Tawah early in the afternoon

and decided to stop there for the night. The Datoh Garang,
to give him the name by which he is known to all the natives,

was away, and I was unfortunate in being unable to meet him
once more. He is one of that rare genus amongst Malays, a

strong man, and is much respected by all who know him.

The next day's poling took us up to Pulau Guai where we
camped on the sand-bank to the north of the island. In the
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evening we were visited by some Malays, who lived close to^

who told us th^Lt early that morning they had heard elephants

trumpeting in the vicinity of a salt lick which was close to the

river bank about a quarter of mile above our camp. We
visited this lick next morning, and, sure enough, elephants had
been there, but although there was a bull with three or four

cows, he was not a big one, and I returned to my boat to

continue my journey. About lo o^clock we reached Kuala
Tembeling, and stopped there for about half an hour, I saw
the Government Chief, The Datoh Kakap, and I told him that

I was going up to tlie Ulu Tembeling after elephant and
rhinoceros and that I hoped to have some sport. He replied f
that although he had not been up to the Ulu for a very long

time that he had always heard that there were large herds of

elephants there which were quite undisturbed. The Malays
now never molested them, as they were not allowed to shoot

them by the orders of the Government. I think he most have

put his tongue in his cheek when he said that.

I will not weary the reader with an account of our

journey up the Tembeling, suffice it to say that the water was
very low and the rapids very difficult to negotiate. Twice we
had to take everything out of the boat, carry all our goods
overland, and then haul the empty boat up over the rocks iis

best we could. At Kuala Tahan I saw thr: boat of Mr. L., the

Trigonometrical Surveyor^ whom I expected to meet at Kuala
Sat. 1 learnt that he had gone tip to Gunong Tahan and on
his return was bound for Kuala Lipis, so much to my dis-

appointment I was unable to meet him. It took us five days

to get up to Kuala Sat, and we saw very few traces of game
until we were close to our d<'3tination. Then we saw the

tracks on the river bank of two different herds of elephant but

there was none of any size in the herd.

On the 29th of July I camped in Mr. L.'s bungalow which

had been built on a most delightful site at the junction of

the Sat and the TembeHn<^, and in the evening made the

acquaintance of one Awang :\li, who was reported to be a

great hunter. He had certainly the gift of the gab; what

other gifts he lacked were probably many. During the next

few days I founi out several of them. When coming up
the Tembeling' I had met one of the Ulu Tembelin.^ Malays,

Che Wan Brahhii, who lived at Pulau Bepar. He had told

me that there were elephants cnntinnally about near his

kampong. and that if I would come up there— it was about

a day's poling up from Kuala Sat—he would do everything he

could to provide me with sport. I had iti tended to do this,

but Awang Ali gave me such glowing accounts of the
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quantities of game that I should be able to find if I went

up the Sat that I decided to take a trip up that river first and

visit Piilau Besar later on. Awang All told us amongst other

items uf sporting interest that np in the Ulii Sat near the

Kelantan Border there was a very large salt lick which

was always frequented by rhinoceri and that seladang and

elephant were commonly 'to be found there. He also stated

that seladang were constantly strat on the banks of the Sat,

even (luring the davtime- But I did not swallow that.

We talked on till quite late, and when Awanf^ Ah left

he said that he would come along at da\ light on the morrow

and would bring with him a couple of small boats, my
boat beini? too big to negotiate the Sat which was very

shallow in places,

The following morning Awang Ali nrrived at eight o clock

instead of davlight and brought with him, not the two small

boats that he had promised, Imt an enormous fiat-bottomed

scow " which he called a sampan. It was quite as big as my
boat but much less handy. He had a long explanation to give

concerning his inability to obtain the small boats, but when he

informed mc that the Noah's Ark" was his own property

I began to tumble to Mr, Awang Ali's line of thought.

However I took his boat becanse I should have had to

unship mv kadjang and transfer all the goods that I was

leaving behind from mv boat to the house, and as it was

already very late to make a start I did not want any further

delav.

^It was nine o'clock before we left Kuala Sat, old Mat

Linggi remaining behind in charge of the boat and stores.

But we sonn fr.und that we could not get far with Awang All's

boat, and had to commandeer two small boats that we found

about half a mile up the Sat. into which we transferred part of

the stores and some of the men. I was not feeling very

pleased with Awang Ali now. He had been so full of

confidence about the arrangements he would make in the

morning when he w-as eating my biscuits and drinking my tea

the previous evening.

The two boats which now formed part of my fleet were

onlv called boats by courtesy; they leaked most abominably;

they would only carry two men and about 50 lbs. of stores

each, and one of them had no bow at all. I think that it

must have been eaten bv white ants while its owner was

contemplating repairing it, A word or two about the Ulu

Tembelin? Malavs. Allevne Ireland in his book "The Far

Eastern Tropics " has described in scathing terms the indol-

ence of the Malay. Bnt he never visited Ulu Tembehng.
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If he at any future time shou!d do so, and he again wished to

describe the local Malay, he would have to start all over again

with a new vocabulary. Their intelli*^ence is such that they

have forgotten how to speak their own language. Even
my own men, Pahang River Mala\'s, mistook ?ome of the

kampong people for Sakais b}- the accent they indulged in

when they spoke to us. When they spoke amongst
themselves we could not understand them at all. 1 was
informed when I was up there that no boat had been made
by the villagt^rs for ten years. I refer to the ordinar\- river

sampan which they would use themselves. The reason given

was that they had to pay a duty on the timber, and that

they were too poor to be able to do so. They should have
said that they were too lazy to try and work so as to obtain

the where-with-all to pay the small impost demanded* From
the appearance of the kampong boats that I saw up the

Ulu Tembeling I should have thouf^ht that no boat had been

made there for hundreds and hundreds of years. You never
saw such a collection of derelicts. I believe comparatively
recently the Pahang Government had to come to the rescue

to avoid a very serious famine in the Ulu Tembeling. One
naturally asks why ? What had happened ? Part of the country
that I saw there is ideal for padi planting, and yet these

people could not or would not plant enough rice to keep
them from starving. And the rivers abound with fish and the

forest with small game. What can you do with such a
people? We found them in bed, the entire kampong in bed,

at seven o'clock in the morning. Even my Malays from
the Pahang River seemed rather disgusted at that, ** The
Sakais" they said, "We're not as laJiy as all that." Rut
let us return to our journey. About three in the afternoon we
saw some seladang tracks on the river bank and stopping

to investigate found that morning's spoor of a fairly large

herd. There was a clearing: at this spot and it would have
been a good place to camp but Awang Ali said that a little

way farther up the river there was a padang to which he gave
the name of " Padangr Lenkah " where seladang were frequen-

tly to be found and he thought that as the tracks of the herd
appeared to be making up stream that it was possible we
might pick them up in the padang late in the afternoon* This
sounded reasonable so we proceeded. At about five o'clock

Awnng Ali informed us that we should be close to the padang
round the next bend of the river so I stopped the boat at a
small island and three of us climbed up the river bank to

cut through the jungle to the padang. But devil a bit of

a padang did we find : we found some veiy thick bluker, very
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old seladang tracks; but what we did nnt lind ua? any

spot where we could pitch our camp. We had to return to the

boat and camp on the island. This island was all stones,

and to fill our cup to the brim it commenced to rain in

torrents. Awang Ali said that the padang must have grown
up since he had visited it and I suggested that he had not

visited it since his balnhood. i was very "cross" with

Awan;^ Ali. We wonld have had a decent jdace to camp and
might have seen something of the seladang had Awang Ali

held his tongue. After a most uncomfortable night—bow
my men manajL^ed to sleep at ali on the stones is beyond
my comprehension

—

\\g proceeded np the ri^ er. I have never

seen so many fish in any river as I saw in the Sat. Despite

the heavy rain the water was fairly clear in the morning.

And as we poled up stream we saw large shoals of fish

scurrying in front of the boat only to turn back on arrival

at one of the many small rujiids that we had to negotiate.

We saw the three day's old tracks of a fair-sized elephant

wliich had crossed the river, and as its tracks were heading up
stream we hoped to find fresh traces at Awang Ali's salt

lick. I began to wonder if the salt lick had been metamor-
phosed hke the padang! That evening we arrived at the

jimction of the Sat and the Pertant;, at a kampong called

Changkut where there was a fair collection of Mahiys ; at least

thev called them«^elvcs Malays; they talk like Sakais, Here I

saw for the first time crops protected from the depredations

of seladang and deer by strong stake fences. It is seldom

that seladang are so numerous or po daring that they will

enter native cultivated patches, although up the Kani the

Sakias complained to me that the\' had to guard their Indian

corn from the seladang who frecjuently visited their clearings.

Awang Ali, who now admitted that he had never been to

the salt lick which he was ostensibl\* guiding ns to, sent

for one of the kamponf^ people whom he knew to press

him into our service. The newcomer also said that he

had never been to the lick, but suggested that there was
a man in the kampong who knew the way there quite

well and that he thought that he had better go and fetch him.

He also remarked that he was an old man and did not

go into the jungle much now. So the old man was sent for.

He arrived. I had been told that he was old, but not

that he was probably about 150 years old. I had never

seen such an old man ; his eyes, nose, and mooth had all

nm together with age. He could just hobble with a thick

stick. He told me in a thin piping voice that years and years

ago he had shot a seladang in this mysterious lick, and
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that when he had visited it he had always noticed many
tracks of big game there. He said that he was afraid he

could not go with me himself because he was not very

well. I was not afraid that he could not go, I was quite

certain about it. He asked for medicine, complaining of

weakness in his limbs, and stiffness in his joints, but

what cure is there for old, old age? His brain was more
active than his body, liowever, and I get a lot of information

out of him cuncernin}^ the position of the lick. I arranged to

take the man that Awang All had first sent for, because,

although he did not know where the lick was, he knew
the river, and that %vcnld be of some assistance to us. I

omitted to make a note of his name but will call him
*' Gemok.*' He was very fat. At this spot we were fairly

close to the Kelantan Border. The survey of the Peninsular

railway whicli had follnw^ed the Tembeling and the Sat

to this point now proceeded up the Pertang to cross over into

Kelaiitan. The next day going up stream we had a good
deal of trouble with the boats, the river being full of

shallows. I walked most of the way, and tried unsuccessfully

to shoot one of the many Ikan Kelak** with which the

river seemed to be full. While I was wandering about

from side to side of the river, crossing wherev^er convenient at

the shallow places, I came across the faint tracks of an
animal on some hard sand close to the ed^e of the jungle, I

followed these tracks for a little way until I came to a

bare soft place when I discovered that they were the tracks of

a good sized rhinocerf)S. I returned to the river bank and
called up Yasin who was close by. We examined the

tracks and decided that the rhinoceros had probably crossed

the river early that morning. I looked at my watch, it

was now two o'clock. There would have been no chance of

getting up tn the beast that day, althongh %ve would probalily

come up to him on the morrow, and in view of the fact

that w^e would have to abandon our visit to the salt lick

if we followed the rhinoceros—our stores would not have

lasted us out for both journeys

—

we decided to go straight on
up river. I of course hoped to find rhinoceri tracks at

the lick. We camped near Kuala Jentnh and fishing in

the evening with " f'rasshopper " bait I was lucky enough
to r.atch a two-pomid kelak which was a very welcome
addition to the menu. Kuala Jentoh heinjj the starting

place for the salt lick, we pushed on up there early the

next morning and. leaving the boat and three men with

instructions to them to put up a camp, we started on our

quest. The old, old man had told me that if we followed the
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Jentoh we would come to a stream on the rif^ht bank called

the Sungei Lantin; at the iiki of this sungei was the lick. He
said it was not more than two miles from Kuala Jentoh.
We followed the river for about half a mile over very
rough country—there was a considerable fall and the river

was mostly waterfalls—when we struck the two days old

track of a rhinoceros.

We followed his spoor over a very steep hill where he had
been feedinjj; extensively apparently the night beft»re last, and
I hjid every hope of finding him in the vicinit}' of the lick.

We soon struck a broad game path which we thought was
heading in the direction of the salt lick, so left the rhino

tracks and followed the game path. While walking along
this path I thonght I heard an animal noise of sorts on a hill

which we could see in front of us, but none of the others
hearing it I roncluded I was mistaken. But half way up the
hill we were suddenly nil brought to a standstill by a tremend-
ous grunt right in front of us. I looked at Yasin, Yasin
looked at me; we both murmured " Badak/' We listened

intently but could hear nothing further. We advanced very
-cautiously but found nothing. For two hours we hunted
round and round that hill but found no rhinoceros tracks old
or new. The noise, which was imdoubtedly made on two
occasions, and by an animal very close to us on the second
<)ccasion, although its exact direction was not accurately
definable owin^ to our movements at the time we heard it, must,
I think, have been made by a tiger. As I have said before

tigers at times make weird noises. The natives believe that

they can imitate the call of a deer, and thus entice an un-

suspecting victim within striking distance. We all certainly

thought the noise had been made by a rhinoceros- Following
the game track which became bigger and broader as other

tracks joined np to it, we thought we must be getting near to

the lick. Presently Awang AH, w ho had not been comfortable
when we decided to abandon the river and follow the game
path, said that he was quite sure that we were going away from
the lick and were follow'ing a ^ame track which would take us

back to the Sat. I asked him where he thought our camp
was, and when he pointed in entirely the wrong direction I

decided to let his objection pass. He evidently had no
jungle craft. Yasin was confident that the great broad game
highway that we were following would take ns to a salt lick if

there was one in the vicinity. This path was not continually

used by big game for no purposr^. Another half an hour and
still no sign of the snlt lick. I began to get shaken in my
conviction. Awang Ali was contemptuously amused. We
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stopped a moment to examine some elephant footprints which
were some days old, and seeing a mnd hole a little to the left

of the path I followed the track to get a better idea of their

size in the soft earth, and came across a small stream, I at

once realised that this must he the SunjLjei Lantin—it was
running in the right direction, and was the first stream that

we had come across sijice we left the Jentoh. We moved on
again to be rewarded in a few minutes with the sight of a

patch in the jungle alu;ad of us showing bri;,dit and clear

against the surronndin*^ gloom. Approaching very carefully

—

one never knows what sur[>r!ses a salt lick may have in store

for you—we entered the Taram Lantin." What an
impressive siglit! Hidden away in the depths of the forest*

miles away from any clearing made by human agency, was an

open space of nearly an acre in extent, made by the denizens
of this vast jungle, ProbabJy for centuries this spot had been
visited by elephant, seladang, rhinoceri, tapir, and deer, who,
whenever they felt the need of a mild aperient to regulate

their digestions, would seek out the nearest game track

and make all haste to the '*Taram Lantin." The Sugei
Latitin ran through the lick: in places there was an otly

appearance on the water and a strong smell of sulphur.

The rocks and boulders in the river bed were polished ii>

many places by the action of thousands of tongues.
^
But

there were no new tracks. The rhinoceros had not visited

the lick at all. I was very disappointed, although my journey
up the Sat was worth it if only to see this magfiificent salt

lick. We returned to camp after thoroughly exnmining
the jungle in the vicinity of the taram. That evening Gcmok
set some nets near Kuala Jentoh hoping to catch kelak.

He caught one of about three pounds. These nets were
of a peculiar type to me and warrant a few remarks. They
were set in a back-water where there was no current, the ends
of the net being fastened to stakes. The upper side of the

net was kept at water level with the help of slabs of soft

wood, but there were no weights on the lower side and the net

was not fully submerged, I remarked on this to Gemok and
he told me that as these nets were always set in slack water
there was no necessity to weight them. The resistance of the

net to the fish was so slight that he would not probably
notice that anything was wrong until he was so seriously

entangled that escape became impossible. If, he remarked,
the bottom of the net were weighted, the fish, which are

not driven into the net but trapped as they casnally swim
about, would feel the net and would not be caught. Gemak
was no doubt quite right, years of experience had taught
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him the best methods to capture the wily kelak, but at

first sight it certainly appeared that the net ought to have
been weighted. The following morning we again visited

the tarani, but no beasts except deer had been into it during
the night. I took a photoji^raph of the tanim at 7 o'clock

in the morning, but was oidy able to get a view of quite

a small portion of it owing to the light being unsuitable

to enable me to photo the most impressive end.

I Ijelieve the rhinoceros whose track we had seen

below Kuala Jentoh was the same one that hnd been near the

lick. It was peculiar he had not visited the lick after having
been so close to it. We returned to Kuala Sat without

further incident of note except that we saw fresh tracks

of a small herd of elephants, a herd of seladan^::, and a

tiger, on tiie way down stream. On the night of the 4th

of Angust we slept at Kuala Sat and I am glad to say

saw the last of Awang Ali and his *'scow.'"

He told me that he wa.>4 afraid that his business was
too important to allow him to accompany me to Pulau
Besar. He was a small trader among the Malays and
Sakais. I quite agreed that it was most important for

him to look after his vast business. He had been quite

useless from start to finish.

Early on the following morning we left Kuala Sat in

my own boat hoping to nrnvc at Pulau Besar that evening,

but we were delayed for three hours at '* Jeram Koie"
which was a most formidable obstacle to negotiate. Old Mat
Linggi had been liad with fever at Kuala Sat so was not much
use as a unit in hauling the boat up the rapid. The ''Jeram
Koie" was the worst rapid we had to negotiate on our journey

up the TemheHng, but I believe that one above Pulau I3esar is

even more difficult. The result of the delay was I hat we failed

to reach our destination and had to camp on a sand spit

a Uttle above Koala SpitT. To those who may yet have
to travel up these rivers in a boat whose si;;e is insufficient to

provide sleeping accommorlation. a word of warning against

sleeping on sand spits. There is a little insect which goes by
the name of '*tuno;au" which makes its home in the

fine sand which is left after the floods on the river banks.

This beast" is not a tick although it resembles them in

many ways. It is generally of a light red colour and can
move very quickly » It seems to be so fond of the human
skin that as soon as it can select a tender spot it buries

its head and starts to feed. For such a small insect it

has a vast amount of power to annoy; in fact I think it

is quite the worst of the small *' pests** which one encounters
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in the jungle, Althon*(h it is so small that it is difficult

to see with the naked eye, and can only be picked out

from the skin with tlie help of a Hne needle, it can raise

a lump about the size of a five cent piece in a very' short time,

this lump entirely surrounding and cuverinf^ it? diminutive

body. On the sand spit that we unft>rtunately selected

for our camping place we encountered thousands of these

insects, and all night they caused us the greatest annoyance.

About midniglit Ah Tong got up, accompanied by strange

Chinese oaths, and had a kerosine oil bath, my kerosine

oil, hut as he was a Hylam that is easily understood ! His

back was a sight for days afterwards, and the scratchings that

our party indul<^'ed in for the next week would Iravc put

^ny respectable farmyard to shame. Where we made the

mistake was in thinking that the spit we camped on was
generally covered bv water and would be free of " tungau,"

bnt on subsef]uent inqniry I was informed that in the

Tembeling the " tun^au " were so numerous that a sand

spit left uncovered by the river for two nights would be

infested by them. However one lives and learns, and I

shall not be caught a second time. We arrived at Pdlau

Besar about g o'clock next morning and I at once sought

out Che Wan Brahim. Pnlau Besar might be called Pulau

Rajah, because practically every Malay there, althou<^di

he may not have a shirt to his back, and not the most
elementary idea of " meum et tuum/' claims royal blood.

It was Unkti this and Unkn that to the most disreputable-

looking of kampnng Malays. I had a long talk with Che
Wan Brahim who inft>rmed me that he did not know the

jungle very well about Pulau Besar but that his abang," Che
Wan Hadji, was a great jungle man and he would try and see

if he could get him to come with me. Unfortunately

Wan Hadji was snfferin? from sakit muta and could not

even leave his house. Thinji^s began to look very black

as we seemed to be unable to get any reliable guide to

take us round the country and 1 began to regret that I

had ever come up the Tembeling at all. I asked Wan
Brahim if he could not take us somewhere or other for

a day or two anyway, up some river or to some Sakai

clearing where one might come across some tracks of

big game, and he sugj;ested a place close to, where he

said he had heard only the day before that there was a

big solitary seladaiig. This sounded better, so we decided to

go at once, or rather as soon as we could get our bundles

together and Che Wan Brahim could prepare his requirements.

About noon we started, but first of all I went to the house of
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Che Wan Hadji to inquire after his eyes and see if I

could do anvtbing fnr him. Pure selfishness, of course I

On arrival at Wan Hadji's lionse, which was on our way

to the jungle track that we intended to follow, I met hnn

in his garden, and at once saw that his eyes were very

inflamed. He told me that he was very sorr^' he could not

come with me because he knew where there was much game,

but that when I returned from my trip with Wan Brahim

if his eyes were better he would come with me. There

was, he said, a great deal of sakii mata in the kampong

especially amongst the children, I unstrapped one of my
bundles and producetl from my medicine chest a small bottle

containing zinc sulphate tabloids. I gave a few of these

to Wan Hadji and demonstrated to hmi with the help ot

a spoon and a little water how he could make a solution

with which to bathe his eyes. I impressed upon him that

if he used this solution three or four times a day that his eyes

would certainlv be well before I returned. This delayed

our start a little and it was nearly one o'clock before we entered

the jungle. Che Wan Brahim intended to take me up the

Sungei Kemih to a place called Morah, which had been

latelv abandoned by some Sakais, It was near this spot

where the seladang'was reported to have been seen. "\\e

found the tracks of a large herd of elephants shortly after

we had left Wan Hadji's house, but the tracks were a

week old and were, of course, useless to us. Shortly

afterwards we found that a solitary elephant had followed the

tracks of the herd for some distance and then had headed

up stream in the direction we intended to follow; he must

have been a sizeable bull but we were not luckly enough

on this trip to pick up bis fresh tracks. At Morah we found

the tracks of the big bull seladang, and a very large track

he had too. His spoor was only a day old so we hoped

to come across him further up the river, in which direction he

had gone. The next day we followed the tracks of this

seladang until we came to a big game track which Wan
Brahim said he thought would lead us to the '*Taram

Tadjing/* a salt lick that he had told me existed near the

Ulu Kamih, but whose exact position he did not know.

We follow^ed this broad track for about five miles, it was

literally ploughed up with seladaiig tracks, the latest track

being that of' the bull which had lieen at Morah. W'e arrived

at the taram about mid-day and were then fairly close to

the seladang. But his tracks at the taram were so mixed

up, that it was almost impossible to find where he had

continued his journey. The taram was a poor place after the
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Tanuti Lantiii. There were a few rocks, ;l few innd pools, a

very little «;rass, but no clearing to speak of. The jungle

round the lick, however, was quite clear of undergrowth
and one could see for fifty or sixty yards in some directions.

The most attractive portion of the lick appeared to be a
collection of big boulders which were on a small mound.
Amongst these boulders was a small spring with a strong

smell of sulphur. Peculiarly enough in this pool of water
^e saw some horse leeches, and on agitating the water
with one's finger the place became alive with leeches, wliich

rushed up out of the mud directly they detected any
movement on the surface. I conclude these leeches wait

for the seladani( or deer and when they vij^it this spot to

drink try to attach themselves to the beast's snout.

After having spent quite half an hour following the

tracks of the seladang and always finding ourselves coming
back to the spring, I thought that we had better make a

wide cast to try and cut the line of his exit, but this manoeuvre
would have to be carried out very carefully because the

chances were much in favour of the beast being asleep

somewhere quite close to the lick. We returned to a spot
where, when we had been following tracks, we had got a
stron;^' smell of " seladang," and from here started to make
a detour. I had scarcely commenced my journey when, on
coming round a large anthill, I saw the seladang lying down
abotit 25 yards from me. His back was towards me, and
I could distinctly see his slowly heaving flanks as he breathed.
The jungle at this point, with the exception of saplings a few
inches thick, was perfectly clear. There was no undergrowth
at all. Che Wan Brahim was close to me and I beckoned to

him to come towards me and then pointed out the seladang.

He took one look and started to shuffle backwards in the most
approved fashion. Yasin was some little way off and could
not see the seladang because it was masked by the anthill

-

I could not see his horns very well until the turned his

head, when of course he saw me. Up he jumped and swung
round. He was an immense beast, with tremendous shoulders
and breadth of chest, but to my great disappointment I

saw that he had quite a young head. His horns were long
and had quite a good spread, but T only wanted the old,

olive-green horns, and no stretch of my imagination could
make that yellow frontlet into an olive-green one. I stood
facing the seladang with my rifle at my shoulder and we
stared at one another, HI said that we did this for two
minutes I expect I should be accused of exaggeration, but
it certainly was for quite a long time. It seemed like hours.
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The seladang never moved a muscle, until he suddenly swung
round and was gone. While I was congratulating myself
on having held my fire during a very trying minute or so,

Che Wan Brahim came up to me and asked what had
happened. I explained that the seladang had gone. He then

asked me why 1 had not fired at it, and asked me if 1 had
been friglitenud I I wonder if I looked frightened? I did not

feel a bit frightened, I could not help thinkin^r afterwards

how often in one's ordinary daily life are one's actions

similarly misconstrued.

The next day we saw the ten days' old tracks of a

fair-sized rhinoceros, but returned to Pulau Besar with no
trophies on the morning of the ninth. Che W'an Brahim
hopelessly lost his way until we suddenly found that we were
within an hour's s\alk of our camp. He did not, however,

profess to know anything about the jungle paths and tracks,

and was a great improvement on Awang AH. I saw^ Che
W^an Hadji as soon as I could fmd him on my return and
was del indited to see that his eyes were quite well. We
arranged to start next day on a Utn days' trip up to the Keman
border and W^an Hadji assured me that we would find game
there. I sincerely hoped that he would prove a good prophet.

CHAPTER V.

The Luck of the Slh^hhatk of Zinc.

Al)ove Pulau Besar there are now no Malay settlements

OH the Tembeling ; we had got to the end of " civilisation
"

until one crossed the borders into Treng^^^anu. It was
impossible Wan Hadji told me for my boat to get past the

rapids below Kuala Neria, the tributary of the Tembeling
up which we proposed to go, so I had to try and obtain

a smaller bnat. At first this seemed to be as great a difficulty

as it had been at Kuala Sat, but at last I persuaded Wan
Mahmud, a relation of Wan Hadji's, to let me have his

boat for this trip. He seemed dreadfully afraid that it might

get damaged negotiating the rapids. I could not however
put all my stores and my men in this boat so we had to

split tip the partyt as there did not appear to be another boat

that was ser\'iceable in the district. The programme we
arranged was as follows: most of the rice and stores with

three men and Ah Tong to go by boat to Kuala Mahang,

a tributary of the Neria. the rest of us to go overland and

meet the boat in the evening. W^e left Pulau Besar early
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on the morning of the loth of August with ten days
provisions. We had a very rough walk to our destination^

over a steep range, which Wan Hatiji told us was the only

land route to Knala Mahang, where we camped ahoul three

o'clock. The last part of our journey followed the bed of

the Mahung, and the game path along the side of the river had
quite recently been used by a fair sized elephant. He
appeared to have gone up towards the Ulu Neria which
was the direction we intended to fuHow.

We made a camp near Kuala Maliang and then patiently

waited for the boat. I had brought food with me, but my
bedding and clothes were with the other party. When the

shades of evening commenced to fall and still no signs of

the boat I began to get anxious. Darkness arrived but not
the rest of the party, and then it started to rain. Everything
got very wet-^our shelter was made of tiptts leaves only^—and
we had a most uncomfortable night. As soon as there was
the slightest sign of dawn, AVan Hadji and one of the others

went down the Sungei Neria to look for the missing boat.

Finally it turned up about 9 o'clock, having had great trouble

with the rapids, and subsequently in the Neria with logs

and obstructions of every sort. It seemed to he useless

to attempt to carrs* on our transport by river any further

on this journey, ^tnd as the Keria was the only route which
the boat could follow, and as Wan Hadji informed me it

was very shallow above our camp, I had to alter our
arrangements. Mat Linggi should stop at Kuala Mahang
with the boat and half the rice and had orders to wait
there until we sent back for more rice, or until he received
other instructions. Mat Ling;^M is the only Malay I know
who would have stopped here by himself, at a place which
was strange to him, in a jungle which he had never visited

before, which to his imagination probably held ghosts and
jins against which his experience would avail him nothing.

When we came to make up the loads I found that we
could not take everything we wanted and I left most of
my stores with the other half of the rice under Mat Linggi's
care. In fact we only had about four days' provisions with us.

Owing to the delay in the morning we only made a short
journey that day, camping near Kuala Sadjah, which was
a tributary of the Snngei Katiay, which was one half of
the Sungei Neria. Where the Sungei Neria branches some
distance above Kuala Mahang two new names have been
given to the rivers, the right branch the Sungei Katiay,
the left the Sungei Besar. It was up the former that we
proposed to go to a spot known to Wan Hadji as Pamah
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Ruan, which \\as near the Kemaman border. This was a

great place for rhinoceroses so Wan Hadji had told me. We
had a very rough journey again, over inonntains and up
rocky river beds, the carriers Hnding it fairly hard work.

There are no paths in this jungle except those made by
wild beasts, and one has to follow them to get from one valley

to the next ; most o( them seem to select the highest [loint in

the ridge to achieve tiieir object of getting from river to river.

Next morning we followed the Sadjah and almost at once

came out on to the Sungei Katiay, which river we followed all

day, crossing and recrossing it many doiiens of times.

Towards evening we came across the tracks of a solitary

elephant ; these tracks were qnite a week old, but as it seemed
from their size that the\- must have been made by an elephant

of vast proportions, I decided to follow the trncks on the

morrow. We bad a bad experience that night; when we
came to make a camp we could find no ground palms suitable

for the roof of our hut and had to resort to bamboo of

which there was any quantity of the giant all round us.

Now^ split bamboo makes an excellent roof, but it has to be

carefully erected and takes some time to put together. We
had little time to spare before dark and we were all tired after

a long day's tramp. The result was that I had a covering

to my shelter but not a roof. As bad luck would have it about

8 o'clock it started to rain in torrents and everything became
soaked in a very few minutes. We mauaged to keep the

rice dr}' by covering it up with a waterproof sheet and then

sitting on it. For two hours we shivered in the rain—and it

was cold in that jungle—and then it fortunately cleared* It

was out of the cjuestion to sleep in our bedraggled condition,

so with the help of a laruern we skirmished around and found

some dead wood which fortunately was not very sodden and
soon had a good bla;;e going. It was midnight, however,

before we turned in- We made as early a start as we could on
the morrow and followed the tracks of the big elephant,

which took us along the main game path towards Pamah
Ruan, Unfortunately we made a mistake with the tracks and
had five or six hours of very heavy walking in conse-

quence; the rain overnight was I think a sufficient excuse for

what happened. After we had been tracking for about three

hours—we were still following the Katiay—we came to a

place where the elephant had wandered backwards and

forwards having crossed the tracks of a herd which appeared

to have passed that way before him. One track however,

kept to the game path, and this one we followed, keeping as

it turned out to the track that we had been following previously.

4
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But we noticed another truck to the left of the path which we
mistook for a loop track made at the same time that tlie

olepliant had been making the tracks that we were following-

Owing to the rain we did not notice that this lo^p was tiiucli

fresher than the track we were fuUowing. A little farther on
the tracks took ns across the river and then up into the most
awful country that it has ever been my lot in which to Imnt
an elephant. He had evidentl}' spent three or four days
wandering round these steep mountain faces unable to make
up his miud whether to follow the herd or not which had
come into his domain. We found one hill v\hich w as evidently
a favourite haunt of hir?, tracks of all ages, and sleeping places
in all stages of deca)^ covered the hill side. Here he had
made a regular roadway round the steep sidelong ground of

the hill, a track quite three feet wide having been pounded
down by his mighty feet. I diligently searched for signs of

his tusks where he had lain down, and' as most of his "beds'*
had been made on the side of an ant hill or on the steep slope
of the hill itself in most places we found the impression of his

tusks.

He certainly had thick tusks. I con Id put my arm
into the holes made by them in the hill side, but they did not
appear to be very long. I tried to persuade myself that the
ground was too hard for them to have penetrated very far.

Surely such a huge elephant must carry a fine pair of tusks
I said to myself. The paths we follo\\ed were almost a
continuous line of slippery yellow clay, and the strain on the
side of ones feet when one had to he in a constant state

of unstable equilibrium was very great. Late in the afternoon
after circling round so many times that we were perilously

ne:irly losing our sense of location^we came down on to lower
ground and struck a river. The Sungei Katiav, said Wan
Hadji, up near Pamah Ruan, Crossing the river we halted
and decided to camp- Our spirits were high, we had covered
ai>out four days of the beasts tracks during this one day and
we hoped to find him on the morrow, he was going verv
slowly and feeding extensively. The carriers were still

behind, so we started to make our shelter for the night.

Going off to collect palm leaves, I foimd a broad game path,
which at once attracted my attention because it had quite
recently been used by man, A few yards on I recognised
a familiar object—the impression of my own boot. We had
come back to our track of the morning. I called to Yasin
who was close by and we followed the path for a little distance
and found the place where we had noticed the tracks to the
left about nine o'clock that morning. Following this track we
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found that it had crossed the path find gone away to the right.

This was where we had failed to notice the newer track.

These incidents are good for the disciphne of one's mind,

in case at any time one should imagine that in following the

tracks of an elephant one would be incapable of making a

mistake. Presently the carriers started to come in and told

us that one of their number and Ah Ton^; had got fever

and had been left miles behind. They arrived however

about dnsk, but knocked up with their fever. Their feelings

can better be imagined than described when we informed

the carriers that the last six hours tramping over the most
heart-bre;iking ground had been done in vain because we
had returned to where we had been at ^'o'clock that morning.

A >Iaiay hates work at the best of times, but when his work

has obviously been useless he takes it as a personal insult.

In this case they were very sorry for themselves having

had fairly heavy loads. It was a fine night and after our

evening meal I took slock of our rice. We iiad enough to

last for two davs on full rations for the whole party. This

would not do so I decided to scud back Ah Tong, who now
that he had got fever would be better back at the base, and
three of the Malays to Kuala Mahang, with instructions to

Mat Linggi to send the boat back to Puiau Hesar with .Ah

Tong and two of the Malays, and to come to us as soon

as possible with the remaining Malay and all the rice and

stores we had left in camp. I knew that if I told Mat
Liiiggi to bring up the rice, that the rice would arrive.

Next morning, the 14th of August, wx^ continued our

tracking after having safeh' seen the homeward part\* on

their way. I sent back some of my clothes and most of my
bedding' having only three men with me now excepting

Wan Hadji and Yasin. We soon found that we were getting

close to otir rjuarr)'. He had stopped for a long time fin a hill

within about two miles of our camping place, and had we not

made the mistake on the previous da\' we should have found

him there. Unfortunately shortly afterwards hi,s tracks got

mixed up with those of the large herd which he had evidently

been following and we spent hours trying to puz;;le the tracks

oiit. In this lierd there was a big bull, and the two bulls had

a playful tussle on the edge on the river having ploughed up

the ground as they pushed each other to and fro.

The tracks of the second bull complicated matters a good

deal, because although they were slightly smaller than those of

the solitary one, it was difficult to tell them apart except in

quite soft ground. Peculiarly enough the two bulls had finally

gone off together, and following these two tracks we were soon
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rewarded by finding wliert' theyliad crossed the river w ithin the
last few hours. The Datoh Rajah Kiah, who has had many
years experience of huntin^^ wild elephants has told me that

where one comes across twti elephants that consort together in

the way that these two had done they would invariably be
relations, either father and son or two brothers. Had the

solitary elephant been unrelated to the herd which he had met
there would most certainh' have been a fierce fight between
the two bulls. I do not know how true the relation theory is,

and 1 iea%"e my readers to draw their own deductions. The
tracks of these two bulls constantly tlivided and we had to keep
a very sharp look out that we did not follow the smaller uf the
two, never knowing when they would part for good. Climbing
up a stee[) hill we found that one track had gone straight up
the hill and the other rouiul the hill, the larger beast keeping
to the lower ground. Skirting the hill we again met the other
tracks and almost at the same time heard the elejihants in the
valley below ns. I was ahead a little with Yasin and we
halted to close up our ranks. There was a well defined game
path down the side of the hill and on this we waited. Wan
Hadji and the others came along in a few minutes and we all

listened to the noises going on below us. The elephants were
evidently resting, the swisli, swish, of their trunks and the
flap flap of their ears being most distinctly lieajd by us perched
on the hill side. I was rathei" annoyed that now that I had
got up to what was certainly a big elephant that I should have
to pick him out from liis companion. It is so much easier to
tackle a beast wdien he is by himself. While awaiting Wan
Hadji's arrival my mind was'hiled with the thought that the
time was now near at hand when I was to have the chance
for which I had travelled many miles and for which I had
passed by other opportunities which had not seemed to me to
have been quite what I had come on this expedition for.

To be within a hundred yards or so of a magnificent bull
elephant, which I knew was absolutely unconscious of our
proximity, and to know that possibly one false move might
now ruin the toil of weeks, was sufficient to make me feel to
its fullest extent that instinct of primeval man when his actual
existence depended upon his success as a hunter.

As soon as I had impressed on Wan Hadji and his party
that on no account were they to move from their present
position until I called to them or until they heard a shot,
Yasin and I descended the hill. We soon found where the
elephants had been lying down, but when we got on to the
lower ground we could no longer hear them.
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After having slept they had not commenced to feed but

had spent their time idling 'about, rubbing themselves against

trees, and fanning themselves with wisps of palm leaves rudely

torn from their stems, ami as rudely thrown away when the

elephants moved on. Tracks were everywhere and after

following the general direction that the eh pliants had taken

for about lifty yards we stopped to listen. Presently we heard

a sqtielch, followed by a sound which might have been made
by a gigantic squirt in the hands of some mischievous imp of

the forest, That elephant is in a river bathinj^ " said Yasin,
*'

if we hurry up we shall catch him there," It at once Hashed

across our 'minds that the beast would probably be in a

comparatively clear spot if on the river bank or in the river

itself, not that the jungle was ver\' dense where we were.

Hurrying in the direction of the sound and intendinf:^ to follow

the tracks of the bigger bull we soon found that it was im-

possible to tell which was which as they had l)oth been ronnd

and round over the same ground close to the river bank, but

Yasin pointed to where one of them had rubbed himself

against a tree and I thought that there could not be any

mistake about the height of that great mud smear. Almost

before I realised what had happened I found myself looking

down on an elephant's back. The ground that we were

following suddenly broke away and had an almost vertical

drop of about 15 feet. At the bottom of this drop was a

ledge of about ten yards wide which terminated in a small

river. The elephant was on the ledge. I could have thrown

mv open handkerchief on to his back. His bead was towards

me but from our relative positions I could see nothing except

the top of it, and I could not see bis tusks. To fire at the top of

an elephant's head from directly above him was a new
experience to me, but there was no time to consider the

possibility of making another move, so making as good a

calculation as I could as to the position of the brain—fired.
^

The elephant slowly swung round and presented his

hind quarters to me in almost the exact position that his

head had been. He then took one step forward. As quickly

as I realised that 1 had not hit his brain so did I grasp that I

must now fire at the root of his spine if I did not want to lose

him. He fell to the shot to rise no more. Awaiting a few

moments to be quite certain that he wns dead, we scrambled

down the steep bank and rtm round the elephant to look at

his tusks. Horror of horrors I had shot the wrong elephant,

I cannot describe my feelings, they were too awful for words

to describe. I had done what I had managed to avoid doing

for years, that was killing an elephant with small tusks.
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Tlie elepliant was a big one, but had miserable tusks

scarcely three feet long. Wan Hadji came np with the

others and I felt very ashamed of m\' trophy. But while

we were all standing round the dead elephant, we heard a

noise in the jungle a little iip stream from where we were.

Again and iigain we heard it—unmistakably the sound made
by an elephant bathiiig. What a cliance to recover my
mistake, the big bull of course ; but why on earth he had not

cleared out at the noise of the ishots, and subsequently at the

noise of our voices, I cannot conceive. I believe he must have
been deaf. Yasin and I made a wide detour and came back to

the river abnut where we thouj,dit the sounds had come from.

Staring hard through tlie jungle I made otit a great yellow

mass which I thought was an ant hill, until a great trunk

detached itself from one end and emitted volumes of dirty

water on to the top of it. Moving to one side I got a perfectly

clear view of this elephant through a vista between the trees.

I got a shock when I saw that his tusks were small too,

althougli rather longer and distinctly more curved than the

one I had just shot. I lifted my rif^e and covered his ear hole*

said **dead" to myself, and pul my rifle down again. Suddenly
the elephant stiffened, raised his trunk which he waved about
in the air (or a second or two, then solemnly moved rouiui in

our direction, pressed the centre of his trunk against his fore-

head with the tip pointing straight towards us, continued his

movement until his right side took the position lately occupied
by his left, lifted his huge feet out of the mud on the river bank,,

and majesticall)- disapperired into the jungle. No retreat

could have been done in a more stately manner, no screaming,

no trurnpetting, just a dignified exit. Well, this was an
extraordinary ending to inn tracking, and I was pu;:;fled

beyond expression. We looked at where the elephant had
been hathing and examined his tracks. It seemed to me that

the tracks were not quite as big as those of the solitary bull

that we had followed so f'cU*; yet where could we have made a

mistake? Not where they left the herd, because since then

the huge holes punched in the soft clay of the hill side where
the bigger bull had left his companion shortly before we heard

them had been unmistakable- Possibly the beast 1 had killed

was the original bull after all, but if so as Yasin said his tusks

were lidiik paint . I saw quite distinctly when the elephant

raised his trunk and saluted us—Yasin would have it that he
was deliberately acknowledging his escape—that the under
side of the trunk and part of his lower jaw were mottled with

white, although the ri;5t of his body was a yellow ochre colour

from the mud, T think he must have been an old elephant; he
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was ven- thin. Vasin remarked on his bright yellow appearance

which reniimltjd me of a story that had been told not very long

before by a wonld-be eh'phanl hunter in Pahang. He hud stated

that he had come up to elephants amongst w hich there was a

bull which was quite red. He had wounded tliis bull which

had at once been surrounded by its companions and carried off

in safety. The protection and the redness were ap[>arently

connected as showing that this elephant was S(>mething out of

the common. One sees elei^bants of all colours in the jungle,

but their skins are much the same when cleaned of their

covering of earth and mud, the prevailing f^reyish black hue

being occasionally graded off into a mottled yellowly \vhite

about the neck and trunk. This generall.v occurs in old

animals only. Red hacked elephants are very common, at

least elephants with mi itiud on their backs. Uut elephants

that are immediateh' -protected by the rest of the herd when
wounded, and which are also red at the same time^well

!

When we returned to the dead elephant which was lying just

on the edge of the river—a tree stump kept him from toppling

over into the stream— I saw that he had been bleeding

profusely from his month and trunk. I examined the spot

where my second bullet had hit him and fonnd that it had

passed just to one side of the spine but had evidently raked

forward into his heart and lungs. It was ceitainly a most

deadlv body shot, but I do not suppose that should I hunt

elephants until I was a hundred years old I should ever get

an opportunity of repeating the shot. We tied the elephant

securely with rattans, cut away the stump, and then slacking

off the' rattans, his body slowly turned over into the river.

There was onl}- about a foot of water in the stream, and he

was now in a much better position to operate on. Havmg
taken his photograph we commenced to cut off his head. My
first bullet had travelled in front of the brain, and passed down
between the tusks.

We camped on the side of the ri\cr and again owing to

very heaw rain had a mnst uncomfortable night.
^ Wan' Hadji thought that this small stream must be the

Riian, a tributary of the Katiay, and that Pamah Ruan must

be cpiite close to. The following morning we decided to cast

round for rhinoceros tracks—our elephant hunting seemed

to have had a most unfortunate end'tig—so we sent our

carriers back to our previous camp on the Katiay which we
thought was about three miles away, Yasin. Wan Hadji and

I going in another direction towards Pamah Ruan. When we

found the place that Wan Hadji dignified with the name of

Pamah, although there was no great extent of fiat land, we
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found no signs of rhinoceros tracks old or new, although we
saw any quantity of their old wallows. Wan Hadji was
obviousl)' snrprised and disappointed, saying that when he had
been up here about two years ago hunting for rubber vines his

party came iicrojis rhinoceroses ctintinuall}-. I su*^gestcd to

him that Malays or Sakais had been up there hunting rhin-

oceroses and had practically exterminated them, but he would

not admit that at the time. IVesently we came across the

tracks of a big solitary elephant which appeared to have passed

through Pamah Ruan the previous day, aUht>u.i;h owing to the

very heavy rain during the night the spoor was a good deal

obliterated. There being no signs of rhinoceros, 1 decided to

follow the elephant tracks. After three hours hard tramping

we thought we got the smell of stale smoke, and a few mo-
ments afterwards to our utmost astonishment we came out

on to our own camp and the carcase of the elephant.

The tracks which we had followed passed a few yards

behind our camp—we had noticed these tracks yesterday but

thout^ht that they had been made by the beast that had been

shot—and following them ou a little distance they led us to the

spot where tlje second elephant had been bathing. Here was

the solution to the puzzle of the previous day, here was the

reason why we had seen no elephant with heavy tusks—the

big bull had given ns the slip. Our mistake was an excusable

one. We had followed two tuskers with much the same si;:ed

tracks which had been joined by a third which had come from

an entirely different direction quite unknown or unsuspected

by us. Of course had we after the death of the first bull and

the imaginary death of the second carefully examined all the

tracks we should have found that the biggest bull bad gone

away to the right up a steep hill and we had never seen him at

all.
* But we thought that having seen two elephants there

were no more to bother about consequently did not take much
notice of the tracks. We lost no time now in casting round

and soon found where a line of big tracks took us up a bill

side and through a narrow pass into the sides of which the

bull had thrust his tusks in half a do;!en places. I thought

there was no mistake this time anyway, but alas! it w^as nearly

one o'clock and the tracks we were on were twenty-four hours

old. We followed these tracks for about half an hour when we
heard an elephant trumpet quite close to us followed almost

immediately by another- We were close to the herd. Anathe-

mising my' luck— I did not want the herd at all—we left the

old tracks and went towards the sound, but the tusker was not

with them. They got our wind and moved slowly away. It

was too late in the afternoon to hope to get up to the tusker
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"by keeping to bis tracks of yesterday, and on the off chance

that he mi^lit be hanging about somewhere in the vicinity of

the herd and that by following them we might cut liis tracks

I decided to go after the herd. It was a chance in a hundred

but it came off. We had crossed two small streams and

climbed two low hills when we found the tracks of the big bulL

He had crossed the direction taken by the berd at right angles,

having it appeared passed that way about half an hour before.

Here indeed was the "Luck of the Sulphate of Zinc,*'

The ground was verj- soft ami the tracks looked enormous.

In half an bnur—we passed the herd fortunately to leeward -

we heard him. I told \Yun Hadji that he bad better stop

where he was and Yasin and I proceeded. I bad seen that

Wan Hadji was too excited when close to game to be anything

but a nuisance when one was manceuvring for a shot. We
soon saw our quarry, be was moving slowl}- through the jungle

going straight wa\' from ns, and his huge hulk looked like a

bouse as he forced his way ab>ng with that statelinessand deli-

beration which is I think a peculiar characteristic of a wild

elephant. Time svas getting on and we found ourselves still

following his tail 1 could see no likely place where we could

cut iiito the undergrowth and get round in front of him.

Presently be came to lower ground and turned away from the

direction he bad been following. We were about thirty yards

away from bim. Approaching a bttle closer I noticed a large

clump of bamboos which was attracting his attention. Still

we had not seen his tusks. It took us a quarter of an hour

before we had a gtvod view of his head and tusks, and then all

doubt vanished. He was ver}' anxious to obtain some particu-

lar bamboo shoot which appeared to be in the centre of the

clump, consequently his head was buried in the bamboo to

such an extent that it was impossible to see any of it. His

trurtk climbed up amongst the topmost bamboos like some

huge snake, felt about for a good bold, then he barked his

entire body. But the bamboo \\ouId not break. He loosened

his bold, caught the bamboo lower down, and we saw bis head

turn slowly over to one side to bring the great muscles of bis

neck into play. With a sounding report the bamboo broke.

Then we saw his yellow gleaming tusks, which looked re-

markably thick but*^ were decidedly short for such a large

elephant- He turned round tn go to the far cud of the bamboo

to feed off the leaves and in doing this exposed his entire head

to my view. We were soon standing round him and I have

never seen a bigger elephant, I called to Wan Hadji, who
bad not remained very long where I told him to stop, appear-

ing from behind a tree before my halloo had died away, and
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after he liaii had :i brief look at the monster we hurried hack
towards camp. We got in just before dark, ver\' pleased with
our unexpected success. Wau Hadji was a changed man: his

dejection at Pahmah Ruan when we found no sijjns of rhin-

oceros was tjuite pathetic. Next morning leaving Wan Hadji
to look after the camp, Yasin, myself and the tliree carriers

went to the dead elephant to remov e his tusks and feet. This
took ns all day, the clcphiinl having fallen in a very awkard
position, as the accompanying photograph will show. I was
not S'irry to get back to camp th-it night and haveagnod clean

up after our driy's work. Wun Hadji told us many items of
interest that evening. He said that he had hoped this big

elephaTit was one that he hatl often seen the tracks of in the

Uln Temheling atid which he had once met face to face. It

had long thick tusks, one tusk being much more curved than
the other. He thought however that the track of that ele-

phant was if anything a trifle bigger than the one I had bagged.
If this surmise was corrert it must hiive been a monster indeed,

because the track of my elephant's fore foot measured i8i" in

length, the track of its hind foot which was exceptionally long,.

I9.§", The elephant measured as near as 1 could make it

9'.6" at the shoulder.
The following morning \\'as wet and cold and we did not

get av\ny from ca^.ip until 8 o'clock. Then we had some diffi-

ctilty ill getting all the goods together into suitable loads, the

ordinary camp outfit being supplemented by about 150 potmds»
the weight of the tusks and feet. Wan Hadji, who still

seemed very pleased with himself, took one of the carrying

baskets and lilled it up with ;;oods until he had about 60
pounds himself, Yasin also made np a good heavy load as his

burden and by degrees we managed to get everything packed
away. Our rice had almost vanished, we had exactly enough
for one more meal, but expected to meet Mat Linggi during
the day. About two o'clock, c*>ming out on to the river we
saw a small wreath of smoke proceeding from behind a htige

stump on the opposite bank and sure enough there was Mat
Linggi, the rice, and, the end of any anxiety that we might
have had concerning our supplies.

Old Mat Linggi said that he had had a most unromfortal>le

time at Kuala Mahang; the first night nfter we h id left he
spent up a tree, owing to the trumpeting of a herd of elephants

and the roaring of a tiger close to the camp. Wnn Hadji
comforted him by sa\-ing that no Malay from Pi dan Besar
would under any circumstances have stayed by him.self at

Kuala Maliang because the place was well known to he infested'

with tigers.
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Mat Linggi tia I been iravellinj^' since the early morning
from his previons night's sleeping; place and was cuokinj^ his

rice when we arrived, after he had eaten we proceeded ll little

further on our journey and camped abont 4 o'clock.

Our camp was near the site of a Sakai one which had
recently been abandoned. We had seen many si^jns of these

Sakais on the way np the Katiaw Wan Hadji informed me
that the camp had been made by wild S^ikaia. w lio very seldom
came down on to the main river, and who were hardly ever
seen by the Malays. 1 nt»ticed tliat their camp merely
consisted of a few sticks, and on inquiry was told by Wan
Hadji that tliese people move about every few days and take

the roof of their hut with them. It is made from the broad
leaves of a ground palm called Dititn Kok, and when the camp
is moved the roof is foldeil up and fastened on the heads of the

women, each taking a small parcel. Ordy when it has become
so rotten that it can no longt^r be folded up it is abandoned,
and fresh leaves are cut. Here is economy in bbonr worth
noting! These Sakais have no system of cultivation, existing

on wild roots and on what animals they can kill and fish the}''

can catch. I have seen some of these people in the UIu
Lepar» which rises on the other side of the mountains lhat we
were in. Wan Hadji told me that their blow pipes were not

made out of bamboo, which is customarv, Init (vom a solid

piece of wood, which is split, hollowed out, and then bound
together again. He said that they were very clever w ith these

blowpipes wliich were much mf»re accurate than the bamboo
ones, and naturally lasted much longer. I have in my
possession a blowpipe of this type which I obtained many
years ago in Borneo which has been made from a piece of iiard

red wood called in the vernacular pcua'^a. I should have
much hked to have seen one of the blowpipes from the Ulu
Katiay, but unfortunately we did not come across the Sakais

themseh'es, and even if we had T expect that it would have
been a difficult business to get into communication with them.
It took up three days to get back to Pulau Hesar, A\'aii Hadji
tried a "short cut" and landed us in shocking country, near
Gunong Dulang on which I believe there is a trigoi^ometrical

station beacon- At one place we had to climb down a gorge
which was practically a waterfall for 500 feet. It was one
mass of fallen timber and j^ratiite boulders; how my heavy
loaded companions managed it I do not know, I bad as much
as I could do to get along at all. and I was only carrying my
rifle. We got into Pulau Besar just at dark on the evening of

the 19th of August, all well, but my men's feet a good deal the

worse for wear. There is little more for me to tell about the
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Tembeling. The following morning 1 said good-bye to Wan
Hadji with many regrets. He had shown me a great deal of

more or less unknown country, and had enabled me to add a

line trophy to my collection. Going down the Tembeling we
very nearly lost everythin*^ in Jenun Pandjang, losing control

of the boat which fortunately managed to keep its "feet."

What vast possibilities the enormous volumes of water that

comes down the Tembeling suggests to one's mind. Possibly

in some future age this power will be harnessed in the service

of man, and the haunts of the elephant and seladang given

over to the thunder of machinery generating power for the

electrically worked Peninsular Gyrascope Railway,

On the 22iid of August I slept at Kuala Tembeling, and

was shewn there a line male Marbled Cat ffelis marmorata)

which the owner had lately trapped. He thought it was a

young tiger and was going to send it down to the Sultan at

Pekan. The Malays in Jelebu call this cat riman iotok or totoK

owing to its peculiar bird-Hke call.

Mat Yasin told me after we had left Pidau Besar, and

after it was impossible for me to question Wan Hadji on the

subject, that Wan Hadji had told him that he knew of several

Malays who had killed rhinoceroses up near Pamah Ruan
when' they were gctah hunting, but that it was a year or so ago

and that he had no idea they had so thoroughly cleared the

place of rhitiocernse>. That the rhinoceros badly w^ants

protecting if it is not to be exterminated altogether from these

States a further incident in my next chapter will I think shew,

but how it is to be done is a very difHcuh question.

CHAPTER VL

WANTED, A RHINOCKKOS?

On mv way down the Pahnng River I stopped at Kuala

Krau to collect my two seladang skulls, and on the night of

the 24th August slept at Kuala Tekal. I sf>ent some time the

next day investigating a story I had heard of a big elephant

%vhich was sup^>osed to be in the vicinity of Kerdau, but

although we had a long tramp found no elephant tracks

except those of a few small cows and a young bull, I pro-

ceeded to Badoh where I slept the night. Next morning we
went on to Kuala Semantan where 1 picked up my letters and
then returned up stream to Telok Mengkuang on a short trip

after rhinoceros. Following the native path towards Bukit

Si Gumpal we soon came to a clearing through whtcb the
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path passed, and at the edge of this clearing we made our

camp. Thure was a Sidt lick quite close to the patii, and
when Yasin was in this part of Pahang in 1908 he had seen

many rhinoceros tracks at this lick and had also come across

quantities of wallows and fresh tracks in the jungle in the

vicinity. As a last chance I thouj^ht 1 would tr\- to pick up a

sijecimen of a rhinoceros in this district as I was very anxious

to obtain one for my collection.

In the evening we visited the lick but there had been no

rhinoceroses there for three months, in fact we found no signs

of tracks at all. There was a broad game path leading from

the lick in a southerly direction and we decided to follow this

nti the morrow. Next duy we set out at da\'light and had a

long walk without hndin;; any neu tracks idthough we found

plent}' of old ones. In the afternoon however we struck

tracks which were about three weeks' old. We followed these

tracks to " heel" for a short distance to try and find a lick

\vhich was supposed to be in the vicinity. We presently

noticed that someone else had followed this spoor, so to make
matters quitt; sure we ccmtinued to follow the track antl were
soon convinced that this particular rhinoceros had been
quite recently hunted. No sane man except one after that

rhinoceros would Iiave gone through the jungle we did. Late
in the afternoon we came to a small stream where we found a

comparatively new camp. The hut there liad been occupied

by Sukais, and here we found what I believe were the rib

bones of a rhinoceros. In the Bukit Si Gumpal district there

are some Sakais who have guns and who were no doubt
responsible for what we had seen. I collected what evidence

1 could of their presence, which was sufficient to prove that

Sakais and not Malays had been the occupants of the camp.
Part of the skin of a monitor liisard and the shell of some
species of tortoise, the owners of which had obviou.^ly been

used for food, proved I think the presence of Sakais. The
next day we scoured the jungle In the vicinity but found no
new tracks although we found quantities of old ones and
many disused rhinoceros wallows. We camped again at the

Sakai shed. The following morning we returned to the

Pahang River and crossed over to Kuala Semantan, where I

once more partook of the hospitality of Mr. P. the District

Officer, I told htm about the rhinoceros which I believed

had been recently killed near Telok Mengkuang and gave him
the "exhibits" that I had collected for evidence. I also gave

him a written account of what I had seen.

In a case of this sort one naturally wonders why the

Sakais should go after rhinoceros, when they know perfectly
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wtjll thilt it is iigaitist tlie law, and must know that they are

iniiiiing a great risk hnnting so near to the headquarters of

tlie District, especially when it is in charge of so zealous an

officer as Mr. P. W cW, I think the answer is easy to find. At

the bottom of the whole thing there must be a Chinaman.
The Sakats would not go to the trouble or take the risk of

hunting rhinoceros fur the sake of the meat so close to the

headquarters of the District, especially the Sakais from Bukit

Si Gumpal who are more or less civilised. They undoubtedly

hunt rhinoceros for the horn and the horn only as the main
object. Chinese will give very heavy prices U)r rhmoceros
horns, and in the old days when Malays used to hunt big

game, they preferred to go after rhinoceros to elephant because

the horn was much more valuable in weight than ivory,

and generally speaking the lieast was more easily killed. I

have no doubt in my mind but that the Sakais of Bukit Si

Gumpal, of whom Batin Rajah is the head, were being pro-

visioned by some local Chinese shopkeeper with the express

object of obtaining for hiiTi the horns of rhinoceroses and
possibly seladang. The difficulty of checking a business of

this sort is very great, but if the big game is to be protected,

vigorous steps should be taken. I will refer to this in my con-

chiding chapter. I lelt Kuala Semantan on the 30th of

August, put in a night at Gnai at Imam Prang Snmab's
kampong and was soon on my way up the Triang at route for

Pertang. But there was still one more hunting incidf^nt

before my journey finished, a short account of which will no^
1 think, be out of place. About g o'clock on the morning of

the 2nd (»f September we arrived at a spot on the Triang
called Pasir Pulas, which was the landing place for a track to

a salt lick aljout three miles inland called *' Sesap Kepong."
I took six days' provisions with the party and left old

Mat Linggi in charge of the boat. Shortly after leaving

the river we crossed the trace of a road which was running
practically parallel with the Triang River. I had been

informed that it was proposed to construct a road to connect
Bentong with the Pahang Railway. This trace apparently

followed the Triang from the proposed railway station at

Buntar until it nearly reached Plnngai and then cut up
towards the Negri Sembilan boundary, joining the Pahantr

Main Road (Kuala Pilah to Bentong! near the old road

construction boundary. The trace had been very nicely

cleared and was no doubt an excellent one to walk along,

but even to reach the 42nd mile from Bentong (approximately

the boundar)') it should never have been so close to the

river as it was at Pasir Pulas. The country all about
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that district is flat or very slightly undulating and a direct

route coy Id easily have been obtained from Buntar to

the 42nd mile- It is, however, hardly conceivable to me
that this proposed road could be for the purpose of connecting

Benton;^ and the Railway, the distance being about sixty

miles by following the Triang River and joining on to

the main road at the 42tid mile. Supposing that it was
necessary to join Bentong with the Triang Station rather

than with the nearer station on the Seniantan River a

road trace could easit}- have been foiirul from the foot

of the watershed on the Triang side which would consider-

ably shorten the distance to Bentong. I personally know
this country, and am convinced that no route for a road

to connect Bentong, or the Bentong Road, and the Triang

Railway Station should follow the Triang, The Triang

River h liable to very heavy floods and any wi?e engineer

who knew the country would leave the vicinity of the

river as soon as possible when laying out a road survey.

We arrived at Sesap Kepong early in the afternoon

^ind made a camp about a quarter of a mile away from

the lick on the banks of a small stream. Later on we
went into the lick and found old rhinoceros tracks and

the comparatively fresh tracks of a very big elepliant.

This elephant proved to be the old bull which I mentioned in

my hist chapter that occasionally crossed the Triang

nj?ar Knala Pertang Kanan. I was very pleased at finding

his tracks which appeared to be about thirty hours old,

and looked frjrward lo meeting this old warrior at last.

I do not knctw what was the mntter with this ele]ihant,

something out of the ordinary undoubtedly. Round about

the salt lick he had pulled over and pushed down about

a do^en trees several of which were quite big ones. In

fact he had " p!a3'ed tlfe devil" all round the place.

Something had annoyed him.

We found that within the last twelve months some
enterprising gentlemen had been trying to kill rhinoceroses

here—the spot was a favourite one for rhino—by setting

several beylantck {spring spears) on the main game tracks

into the lick. I do not know whether they had been

successful or not. Starting at daylight next morning we
hoped to catch up to the elephant in two days at the

out^iide. He had made for a well-known elephant wallow

called *' Kubang Ebit" which lies almost due west from

Sesfip Kepong. Weil we followed that elephant for six

days and at the end of that time were no nearer to him
than we %vere when we started. First of all he passed
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through Kubang Ebit, then followed up the Pertang Kanan
and crossed the Kuala Semantan-Manchis bridle path,

stiil i^oiiig \vf:st he crossed over into the Semantan watershed
utilising a pass between the valleys of the Triang and
the Semantan which was so low that we scarcelv reaUsed
that we were rising to it until we were in the paFs. He
then followed down one of the tribntanes of the Telemong
and wandered about there for about a day. Here we
found extensive old gold workings, the jungle was literally,

honeycombed with pits. This part of the country did not
seem to jtlease the elephant so he turned back, crossed
the watershed by the same path that he had previously
followed and then practically retraced his steps towards
Sesap Kepong. The day he returned we got fairh' close

to him, finding in the morning that during the night he
had crossed the tracks that we had passed as late as three
o'clock the previous afternoon. We did a forced march
that day expecting to get up to him only to be disappointed.
The spurt was too much however for one of niy coolies
who failed to make camp and slept the night up a tree.

As he had all my spare clothes and some of my food I

WRS not very well pleased with him- He also delayed
us till nine o'clock the following morning. W'hen we found
on the fifth day that we were within about a day's march
of the salt tick, and \\e only had at the outside two days
more provisions I realised that we cotild only go on after
this elephant provided he continued to take us in a homeward
direction. This he did not seem inclined to do after he
had crossed the Pertang once more, so we made straight

for Sesap Kepong on the chance that he had g(jne there
by another route. He had not however and I saw his

huge tracks no more. During the six days that we had
followed him he had eaten ver>' little, had only lain do%vn
three times, and had in fact behaved in quite a different

fashion to any other elephant that I have ever followed.

He may Iiave been wounded at some previous time and
his wound may have been worrying him, but he was not
incapacitated at all as far as his walking powers were
concerned. That he is an old elephant I am convinced
from the shape of his track, the impririt of his toe nails

standing out quite clearly from the line of the foot itself,

in fact one might well compare bis track with that of
a tigers track although of course with no reference to size.

We arrived at Sesap Kepong fairly early in the morning
and found that during our absence a herd of elephants, a herd
of seladang, and two rhinoceroses had visited the hck. The
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elephants had obligingly pulled down our camp. The rhin-

Qceros tracks were quite fresh imd Yasin and myself followed

them, leaving the others to repair the camp. About i o'clock

we came fairly close to the rhinos^ but ii\ such thick juiif^lc

where we could see nothing even within two yards of uf^ that

I never had the least chance of a shot. We never got near

them again and towards the evening we returned £0 camp.
Neither t)f the rhinoceroses were particularh' big ones. During
my three months hunting this was the only semblance of a

chance that I had at a rhinoceros, although I tried to obtain

news of them wherever I went. It should be remembered
that Malays frequently state that they have seen rhinoceros's

tracks when they have only seen those of the tapir, the former
animal being undoubtedly very scarce now in this part of the

Peninsula. We slept near Sesap Kepong that night and the

following morning returned to our boat, poling up the river as
far as Sungei Dua where we spent the last night of the trip.

The next day, the 12th of September, I walked up to Pertang,

my trophies and goods following in two days' time.

CHAPTER VM.

Conclusion'.

Before closing this article I wish to make a few obser-

vations on the present state of the game regulations as they
exist in Pahang. There is an Enactment in vogue in the
States of Perak, Selangor and Negri Sembihin w hich jirotects

big gume, and which makes it necessary for those who wish to

follow the fascinating sport of big game hunting to take out
a license which varies somewhat in price according to the
domicile of the hunter,

I do not wish to go into the details of the Enactment, but
would like to remark that the fee of $50 which covers five head
of game, the fee charged to those resident in the Straits Settle-

ments and the Federated Malay States, is only available for a
full period of 12 months. Considering that a sportsman in

this country would be exceptionally lucky if over a period of
years he was able to average two head of big ^jame per year, it

seems somewhat hard that the fee should only cover n period
of twelve months.

I do not think that the time under which the license is

available in any way helps to protect the game, in fact it might
conceivably work directly against it. Some ardent sportsman
anxious to get his five head under a time limit might shoot a

5
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youngish beast which he would have spared had he known
that his license could be utilised on some other occasion,

Thi^ is of course an extreme idea, but it might occur, keeping

in mind the very few opportunities that one has when hunting
of getting a shot at all. In Pahang the big game laws as

observed in the other States have not so ftir been introduced.

The present regulaticms make it necessary to obtain permission

from the Resident to shoot big game, a permission which
carries nt> fee.

It may perhaps have lieen noticed by those who have had
the patience to read the fore|L;oing article that during m\' three

months' hunting I came across many tracks, and heard a f^reat

deal of more or less unreliable news of both elephants and
seladang. It may also have been observed that 1 did not corae

across many beasts of the "old bull" type. During the last

few years the introduction of the cheap twelve bore shot gun
and the granting of permission to natives in Pahang to shooi at

big game has undoubtedly had its effect in making the older

beasts very scarce and very wary. I believe that many sela-

dang and elephants are wounded that one hears nothing about.

I luLve frequently found native bullets in seladang that I have
kilk'ii. Another point to be remembered is that natives

cannot undeistand that a permission to shoot an elephant or a

seladang is given to the individual, and is in fact a personal

permission in the shape of a privilege or for some defmite

object as in the case of Imam Prang Samah. A pass is handed
on to the man in the kampong with the biggest reputation as

a hunter, and if he is successful the beast is credited to the

holder of the permit. As an instance of this I will give one
case. When I was in the Ulu Tembeliug I was informed that

a big tusker which was shot some two years ago under a

permit given to the headman there, Wan Ahmat, was actually

shot by one Dowd Kelantan, 3. professional elephant hitntcr^ from
over the border.

Not very long ago a headman was killed in the Jelai by a

seladang which I believe he attacked with a tweK^e bore shot

gun as his chief weapon. People who do these things require

to be protected against themselves. The escapade of Iman
Prang Samah has already been descrihed-

l believe the objection to a Big Game Enactment in

Pahang was that elephants did so much damage that it would

be a hardship to the native cultivator if they were strictly

protected.

The damage done by elephants is often greatly exag-

gerated, and anyway this does not hold good as against the

non-protection of seladang and rhinoceroses.
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The big ^aine of thu Malay States is undoubtedly dis-

appearing undtr the opening np of th(^ country. This is

inevitable and cannot of course be met by any regulations;

with the destruction of the primeval forest the game must go.

But in Pahang there is still much ^ame, and still time to .jike

steps to preserve it if it is serii>usly desired, an object which I

am sure all good sportsmen will hope is seriously contemplated.

First of all the Big Game Enactment should be introduced,

and no free permits issued under any conditions at all, with

the one exception of a ro^ut; elephant which is a danger to

human life. The export of elephants' tusks, seladang horns,

and rhinoceroses* horns, except as genuine trophies whose
history should be quite clearly defined, should be prohibited,

A heavy penalty should be the price of evading this law.

Game preserves should be located, preserves which should

be looked upon as permanent ones for the purpose of preserv-

ing the fauna of the Malay States.

The revenue received from game licenses should be uti-

lised as far as possible to provide rangers to look after these

preserves, and the appointment of a Gamt' Warden to look

after the interests of the big game in the Malay States would
no doubt be of great assistance towards their elBcicnt

protection.

I also think that an Advisory Board of big game hunters

and others would be of assistance to the Government in

drawing up the regulations for the protection and the preser-

vation of the big game of the Protected Malay States.
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